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INTRODUCTION

This is s resource manual for Teachersof English to Speakers of Other

Languages.

This manual is, divided into two ports. The first pert consists

seven chapters, the first six of which deal specifically with

resources (teaching ideas, techniques and suggestions) for HOW to

.present, develop and reinforce Pronunciation, Grammar, Vocabulary,.

Reeidirt, (dating and Conversation. There is an additional chapter

on genes aa, techniques fur reviewing the language skills already

taught.

of

The second part of the manual, theappendices, contains information

pertaining to the language itself. Each appendix presents information

in one of the skill areas mentioned above. The appendices are

arranged to follow the same sequence as the first six chapters.

Tharefore, the first two appendices contain linguistic information

pertaining to pronunciation, the next sixappendices- contain

information pertinent to the teaching of grammar, etc. The lent

five appendices are miscellaneous resourcesfor the EFL teacher.

Fox those EFL teachers who have the leeway to write/develop their

own teaching materials, Appendix 14conteineeen excellent article

by 3rends Dates on the developmentof EFCHmaterials that relate
to

students' everyday lives and futures, with minilesson examples of

hoe' to melee a dialogue on grain storage, for example, interesting

rather than pedantic. The article demonstrates effectively how to

make lessons reflect the conceptof appropriote technolZgy, and why

it terileportant. Appendix V contains a list of the manuals and

eeprinte currently available throughWashington D.C. for those

'Volunteers who went to.develop lessons and classes focussed on

bate human needs.
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CHAPTER 1: RONURCIATION

Problems in English pronunciation arise from: 1) the prpsence of

new sounds that ere 'not present in the native language (e.g.,:/th/

for the French); 2) the absence of sounds in English that' are
present in the native language (/kh/ for Arabic orFersi.speakera);-

3) new combinations of sounds in English (e.g.,consonant.clusters

for the Japanese); 4) new locations of sounds in words (p.g.,/r/i.

reap, /r/: very, /r/: better).

Pronunciation-la a problem only when meaning becomesobscuyed:

-when an accent is so heavy that thelistener-cannot understand

what is being said, or when alight differences(e.g., joking/

-choking) can cameo the listener to-Misunderstand.

The learning of new sounds involves two skills: U.stening (distin-

guishing the new sound) and speaking (producing thesound correctly-

in context). The following techniques can helc,students,develcp
better English/Pmerican pronunciation by providingthen with'

visual, manual and oral tools.



TECHNIQUES FOR AURAL CUNPREHENSION:

.4BY VISUAL AIDS
Student! develop an association between an image end.a sound

P ctur Sound Association (vowels, consonant clusters)

Draw or cut out a clear picture of an object that demOnstra-tes

the sciund within the word itself; these
pictures can be intro-

duced one at a time, when the appropriate lesson is taught,

or cars he introduced en masse as representing the vowel sounds

of English. Placed around the room, on the walls, they can be

referred'to-often for clarification or reinforcement of pronun-

ciation.

7



OY VISUN../MANUAL AIDS
Studentsvosn see the sound differences between certain consonants.

A n di P91-1g12124!naLEL
(for voiced/voiselessoonsonsn a

/b/ /p(
/d/ /t/
/g/ /k/

Hold the lighted candWor, metch close (b t not too close) to

your mouth. Say:

/b/ /b/ /b/ nothing happens tro the flame

/P/ /11/ /p/ the flame wavers

A Piece of Paper for same conscnants as above)

Hold the piece of paper lightly between

your fingers, close to the mouth.

Say:
/g/ /g/ /g/ - nothing happens

/k/ /k/ /k/- - the paper trembles

Fingers _n the Lars all voiced/voiceless consonants)

Press medium-hard on your ears.

Say:
/sesesss/' - the fingers feel nothing

/zzzizzz/ - the fingers buzz lightly



OPCLLEFIGSOLIND la [CIA it JN o

Thia type' of visual eupport canbe used with ether (p;ibneti_c) syrnbols

oriiaortis that, emaciate a sound with a letter or of letters.

Wozd Association

Melce r ctaI1 le of Ra p ti_o arid pu orai gym o

wol.c1 or key spelli_ng as a neadirg at -the top 'f the st-ieet
Underneath the hesdin g write severalawards that demonstrate
the tsound in differeh-t apeillnga.

S Association

Take several sheets f paper or Terdboaxd ancJ make varticea
At the head of each columi, PI-Beethe -pncnetia aymbal or

key uord. At first, the flik_imn thernee2ves ere empty , inut SS
students expend theix atuai:eness or the diFferen-1 DpeL li rig s for
one sound, or of the afferent sounds tlhernse1-ves, the oriart
PAILS up with the sp_9,111na,not the. 4j h01-e LAJorcls. Thila pro,
vides students with set nfla rcemert against pronurcletion ,er2ora
and aith knoililedg e of the spell ing idiosyn crasi es n Engl' h.

xethjile: Using,Lkto d r pr sentetions

ED. F
bk
be.



PAIR US

Mull al paLrs ars word pair s tha-t Iowa anlv 'rein dmal di_ ffe encee,
ueweL-ly chLy. cne sound. An o5orriplo or a niuirsal pair list uo Lad h

/3./ ice, race, lecy , Loo_ee, device, ,posea, g

eyes a_ys, 1BZ.y, laee, devise, peas , ra

An e)cer lee using ruin Anal pai to J.a uaLiolly intro dined py reading
each lio-t of sior-ds,. and then Inv eeiding each Lard pair. There re

seeueval diffeTertt ways of usirig lard FoLT80 are dear
that, can be usec=4. indivicivaLly ar in any can-thinatior, The exanipt es
ueR he 1,10.2d -lists above to work aounds /z/ and Jo/.

ine or DL t

'Teach err cejeyea
ceJiE

lazN/Laz

the lazy one/
the lacy on e
Iris -e
-the ordce o
the prdee a f

Otuderi.ts: diFfarent
E8ITIF E

same

ea/
ease

dirfaTen
dirfaen-t

dirfax.en-t

soirid nr. esent?

"I: hie

-am se

'lie e
xay s

Ss: yew
no

nO

yew



Which wed is dif feren

T; ice/eyes/iCe
lays/hies/lace
r9defriks/2ava
o ea s/psece/p ea s

2

Identify sound

T. ice
eyes
eyes
ice

T: rays
eyes
loose
peas

Ss: 2
1
1
2

1
1
2

and (0 cirri the sound
I

Recd a passage to the ciao and have the students circ

tile sound as it appears. CThis rm.%) require some Marian

out of dittoes.)

"This shepherd boy alwe ttock

mountsir Theirs they ate -gyre es."

11.

eep to the



TOCHNI UL'S FOR ORAL COMPREMEN SiO

USING VISUAL

Ch its that

5

ito
(L-r dietinctian; $ it,sea Imatian; j-sh distfilttion)

Questions: Who da a-A/Alice?
Whst'aoss Shelly like?
Who will get.together with uNsm WhY7

*used with p miepion of Philip GreheM, S.

12



By GESTURE-SOUND RELATION

Must effective with vowel sounds (ae there are fewer), th

allows the teacher to correct and reinforce pronunb
atiun

silently, with only the hand. The following drawing-s are ideas"

for gestures that can be associated with vowel sounds.



USING MINIMAL PAIRS

Sirn

1: » days
iCe
nice eyes
lc e/SYee

days
ice

nide. eyes
ice/eyes

:eye
evee
devise

.Re

T: ice
100s
pees

So yes
lbe
peace

illyallaRItistILER Lietcnl 6g or Produntion Exe
Students choose the exercise and take the part of the
teacher either with other students of the teacher.

5: !de /eyes T: different

ices 7: loose
. gra grace

-14



NOTES

If you have worked nr four closely related sounds during the:

week, put the symbols on the board with new wards underneath,

and test ell_of the new-sounds,tolgetheT 'C either iSolating or

combining ciifferentaspects ofthe minimal pair'steps).

example: L. 2

ii/ /iy/ /ray/

--meet matt met-
seat sate set

'been bean bane 'Ben

Same or Different Which f. D iff eieant Column 1 or 2

oral
response

" "different"
.

"1" 112" Ii i1 "1" "2"

.
"Column 1" etc.

written
response

'S or on a paper 1,_ 3 paper" -L-4-- on 1 or 2 'o paper

make columns la-
i'beled "S and T"..

Check .the correct
column.

..-

same _

__pame

students write
"one" or "two"

visual
response

raise one-ar two
f- ingers, 'one far

"same", two for
"different",

raise one, tun or .

thres fingers to
indicate t-ic one

that's difrerant

raise one Or .

two fingers to_.-
show column
one or two.

r.
clap For "different"

.

students stand up
for differdnt, sit
down Far same

role
reversal*

students read pairs-
teacher respand6
S-T/S-S

same- same

other

*usually -students have hed'the opportunity ta practice the

.
words in.a controlled environment.

15
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CHAPTER 2 GRAMMAR

Competent use Tlf grammatical structuresis one goal bf the

lenguagelearner, To achieve the ability to manipulate English

freely in a natural and appropriate way,-the language learner

may want to-use.mechanies1 means such as repetition or drills, or

thelanguage learner may require a less-controlled environment

for Practicing the language, such es dialogue or guided conversation.

This chapter4R ka at the gremmar lesson in two parts: presentation

__and practice. cip Presentation, the language learner is introduced

to a new atructure. In Practice, the language learner manipulates

the- structure In a controlled environment..



PRESENTATION

A pew grammar structure can be introduced in severaldifferent ways;
1) by, acting: demonstrating the need for the structuretoe*press-
certain situations; 2) by the use of reelis:-eny moveable object
that 'demonstrates the application of structural rules s-toobjects

or situations; 3) by the use of visual aids: representations of
objects, scenes, actions that -aid comprehension of therelation

of structure.to meaning.-

1) ACTING:-Demonstrating rela finahips of structure to meaning

_Using_ onlyourself
Contrasting'the Present Progressive with the Simple- Present

Ti I speak English.
I speak Farsi. .

Now I-am speeking English.
Now I am NOT-speaking-Far0i.
I ski speaking English.
I speak English every day.
I am speaking English now.
-I speak Farsi every bey.'
I.am NOT speaking Farsi now.-

Using _Objects as Props
Introducing intensifiers

11-0,

T:'Thetable'is heavier than the des
4' The desk is heavy, but It can _lift it.

The table is too he2a. I cBn't lift

The table iaL01321Unl..12111L4.
Salah, can vou lift the table? Come and

Usirs Students'
Introducing the comparative- than'

T: Stand up, 'apuka. Fiapuke is ell.

Stand up, .Ilunge. Ilunge is not tall.

Mapuke is teller hen Ilunga.

19



2) REALIA: U ng real object

Using classroom objects
Teaching- the-and-.=ania

cup for a cup.

Using household objects
Tesching.the concept of count and non-;..count nouns

This is cup and this -is a pup.
I have tw .cups;
How many -cups do I have?
This is sugar. HOW many sugars do I have?
Count them....quickly...Houmeny74
You can't count sugar. Now listen:.
1:have some sugar.
'lbw much sugar do I have?

20



3) VISUAL AIDS.

Using Timetables
Camparing-modeIS

T I want to 9o- from Brattleboro to New

options? (ti e u can leave at...

(blao ou have to get the

(boat:
(means:

what ake my,

bus at...)

you must pay..-.)
you might want to fly)

BUS SC

FARE TIME CITY T E FARE

24,R)

19.50

a*
1230

:Mille
.1.4,-4,e.

Vraitlekoro

lak-ford

114441-
afrina.t.

2c

/n15
2.:Io
2../ 0

13

e York
$

wra... All 9:11 -P vd

Usin- Sonidulee
.Review of tenses with time expressions

T: When do you have French?

(e(rery day) (yesterday) (tOM0.

(right now) (this morning-presen

(on' Fridays)
this, morning -past)

4esiory

English

21



using geph
Illustrating compar atives

Using, e t me line
Illustrating tense relations

Sh cane o school fiveye

517 has lived ;ere. for fiveyea,

She been thudying En lisp
{or -five, years.

11 was raisin whin she arrived

Ats.
V I 1, V V II

22

While she was *My- ins,
L was reading a book.



U ng miscellaneous aLIEELE

matchbox
Teaching 'by' +, gerund in "How do you..." lesson

dd you light match
u light a match by put n the match against the flint

and pushing hatd.

a bal.*
Reinforcing structure going_ to + verb

I ina9.1122_12ILERLI this ball to someone. Who shall F
throw it to? ,I think I sm,going-to throw it to Sajia.

What am 1, going to X47 Sajia, what are you going todo?

23



Math Problems
Teaching connectives

2.

3.

readers of Marx
C. communist's
J.. John

M. Mary

T: ,All communists are readers of Marx.

Och'n,s a 'communist.
John's a reader of Marx.

Mary's a reader of Marx.
, Mary is not a'communist.

M Marines
C.. cowards
D. Dive

T: No marines are cowards.
Dave is a marine.

, Dave is not a coward.

S. sailors
F. friends.
CP.cleverpeople

T: Some of her friends are sailors.

All of her friends pre clever people.
, some -sailors are clever
not all sailors are clever people.

Notes:

reverse the problem: "statement; therefore_

b) reverse the problem: "Draw the diagram froM these statements,"

"create asat of relationship's. usin9 the frillawing connectives."



word cards

Illustrating word order with tense,9,r questions, negatives,

tag questions.

25



flash cards with images

Teaching.the present progressive

1: What is Yousef doing?

Reviewing the dimple past.

Maki some sentences about Emily's morning-

.2 6



ealock with moveable hands

Practicing future tense marker 'Will'

What time is it now7
Wha) time will it be in three hours?
Where will you be at 11:007.-
What will you do in five hours?

sequence ardp or charts

Teaching the simple present

Yung Cho is a student.
Every- morning she wakes up 6:00.
She gets up', right away.
She washes her hands and face.
She eats Oreakfast and reeds the paper.
Then, at 0:00, Yung Chs catches the busfor school..

27



signs_

Teaching 'must must not don't have inction

T: If I see a "stop"'sign while driving,-I must stop.
If I see a "no smoking" sign; I must not smoke.
If I see a "sale!" sign, must .I buirthe perfume?

28



PRACTICE
The following teChniquela represent the practice of a structure in

Elolosed environment: the drill. These techniques are used for

manipulating a structure in a setting,where the pattern or the

manipulation Is the center of focus for the language learner.

For ideas on developing gtammar practice in a communication-

centered environment, see the chapter-an Conversation.

DRILLS

REPETITION

Simple Past
SheShe walked to school. Ss: walked to,school.

1: They worked herd on Tuesday, Ss: They worked hard oh Tuesda

We talked to the headmaster. Ss: We talked to the headmaste

CREATIVE.REPETITiON d ended lever)

Modals
r: Where is Enrique? Sl: He ml-ht be at home.

S2: He might be at me in bed.

93:' He might be at he bed

with a headache.

29



SUBSTITUTION (SINGLE-SLOT?'

Subject pronouns
'T: I have six sn kes.

We
You

T:-Sam has seven serpents.
I

His friend
My neighbor

I have six snakes.
We have six snakes.
You have six snakes.

Ss: Sam has seven, serpents.
I have seven serpents.
His friend has 7 serpents.

,Miuneighbpr had .7.serpents.

SUBSTITUTION (DOUBLE-SLOT & UP)

Adjective placement
T: Mr.Stesins has a i le Ss: Mr. S asinsliss a little

white car.white cer.-
T: Prouvier / red Ss: Mr- Prouvier has a little

T: Mwanabute big

red car.
Ss: Mr. Mwanabute has a nIg. rad

car.

TRANSFORMATION

Statement to question
T:SuTeb goes to town at night.
T: I eat at noon every day.
T: Madeleine teaches school.

Ss: Does SuTebo.to town at night'?
Do you _eelt at noon every day7-
Does Madeleine teach school'?

Present Progressive to Present Habitual

T: I'm eating in town today! Ss: Oh, you eat in town every day.

I'm eating It noon today! Oh,._ you pat at noon every day.

I'm eating steak! Oh, you _eat steak every day.

I'm eating with the Oh, you est With the

President! President every day.

REPLACEMENT.

Possessive Pronouns
T: This is my brook.

Your food is on the table.
Her work is finished, but

his work isn't.

This 12. mine.
Yours is an the table.
Here is finished but hid

isn't.

Indefinite Pronouns
T: Nona of the_studento s udied. Ss: No one studied.

None of _oti* guests arrived. None-arrived.
None Of Vie candidates won No one won a Majority.

a majority.. ,

30



EXPANSION

Adverbsof Frequency
T: The dog sits_by the fire.

Sig ploys football on
weekends.

Adjedtive Placemen
T: There's a book in the

library.

. red
old

So: The dog always sits by the
fire.

Sig always plays footb ZI
on weekends.

Ss:, There hbok in the libra

44- There's a history book in
the'library.

There's a red history book...
There's an old red history .

book...

INTEGRATION

Relative Clauses
T: The man is from Seoul.

He rides,horses.

The book is on the table.
I want it.

Ss: The man'who rides horses
is from Seoul.

The book I want
table.

on the

RESTORATION (wri en to Oral)

Present Progressive
T: (writes)

Selim/to go/tbwn.
He /to eat/lunch/now.
We/to sit/class.

Splim is going to town,..
Hel8 eating lunch now..
We are sitting in thp.class.

QUESTIONANWER

: Does,Essie have a sister? Sl: Yes.
59: Yes, he does.
63: Yes, he does have a
54: Yes, he has a sister.
55: No.

step.

Sentence Rejoinders
T: Would you invite Essie

to dinner?

Sl Yes, certainly.
S2: I'd love to.
53: I'd be glad to.
54: Of course I will.
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COMPLETION

Conditional°
7:- If it rains,tomOrrnw...

If I had.lots of money..

If he. had come on time...

If it rains tomorroufi I _will

bring my umbrella.
VI had lots of money,
would a to the ca ital.

If he had came :on time, his
dinner wouldn't have been

CHAIN QUESTIONS
Practicing student-student Communication in a rill setting

Simple Past
T: Did you play football on

Sunday'?

Ask Rezak.

Ask Srnelle, Rezak.

Rezak:

Simelle:

,Yes, I did.

Did you play football on
Sunday?

No, didn't.
Did you play football p

Sunday?
No, YI didn't.

BACKWARD BUILD-UP
Practicing manipulating- long sentences in/S dr 11 setting

T: H was sit'tin b him elf in the. corner of the

of the field.
of the field.
in the corner of he-field.

by=hiMself'in'the'dorner
of the field.

sitting -by himself in the
corner of. the field.

He was Fitting by himself
in the corner of the field.'

field,

of the field.
of the field.
An the corner of the field.
by himself in the-corner,

of .the field.

sitting by himself in the
corner of the field.

He was sitting by timself
in the corner of the field.
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LESS FORMAL
DUAL
SPONTANEOUS PATTERN PRACTICE

Dri4Ang in a lees controlled environment

avicwini the Conditional
If you could have anything, what would you have for dinner

51: If I Could have anything, I would have lobster..
52 .If I could, have anything, I would have doughnutS.
53: If I could have anything, I would have avocadoes and sug

T: What would 51 have for dinner if he could have.an thing?
What would 52 have?
Would student 3 have lobster?
If you could, have any one of these dinners, which would

you choose?
Mould 'you prefer one of these dinners or another?

Pradticing the present Perfect Progressive
T: What have you been doing this week

51: I,have been going to school every mornin
52: I have been studying my lessons'at night.
53: I have been working after school with my

'T: .What-has 52 been doing at night?
Whit has 52 been doing the a noon?, Ask him.
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/CHAPTER 3 VOCABULARY

"My mother bugged me so much about learning the
difference between 'prone' and 'supine' that
now I remember: one is lying on your stomach
and one is lying on your back. I haven't
gotten to the point yet where I remember which
is which."

native speaker, now living on the
East Coast

"I'd always thought SIMBA was the'nama -of a
local bear until I drove to l_ubUmbashi During
the drive, the headlights began to fail, and
6he of the passengers said,to the driver,
"Hey, don't you want to stop and check the car?
to which the driver replied, "HAPANA (no),
`SIMOA1" I couldn't understand why a beer would
make any difference, but later it turned out
that he wasn't getting out because he didn't
want to be eaten. SIMBA means in

Swahili. My perception of what had been
;happening and the reality of the situation
were so completely unrelated, that I have
never forgotten the incident. I've also
never forgotten the-meaning of SIMBA."

RPCV from Zaire

A second language learner is no different from a native speaer
when it comes to learning a new vocabulary word: the word is either
useful or not useful; relevant or not relevant. And the need, the
relevance, is determined from within. In a classroom, this He
some significance.- Whether -a teacher prepares an elaborate frame-
-work for new vocabulary or'copies definitions onto the blackboard,
if the words-don't appear again (or appear only once or twice),
they will' be forgotten in favor of more 'relevant information.
Therefore,- "teaching - vocabulary" is a figure of speedh for "helping
students learn vocabulary by.placing themin situations fairly
regularly that xequire the, use 0 a wide spectrum of words." The
introduction of new words becomesjproportionately less importpnt
than the establishment through constant use of an active vocab
ulary.



. In this area of language learning, the teacher chooses which

vocabulary words will become active (used repeatedly), or passive

,(used- only for a text and not requiredotherwise) in the classroom.

The decision of whet words to use.regularly is more or less

subjective, whether one is using a strict syllabus or creating

texts around health, grain storage or- maternity care. Once the

choice is made, there are severalways the words can be
used. again

and again in different, contexts.' Ideas-for the re-u d of words

are contained here under Word Practice.

The teacher can alsohelp studentsdevelop skill in determining

words in context. This can be important for students taking

reading:comprehension tests, or doing any reading outside of class,

where a native speaker or a dictionary are not readily'aVailable.

Techniques for helping the language learner apply those skills are

contained in this chapter under Skills Building.

"Teachers are not needed to give definitions end

lists --dictionaries are much More efficient and

Phpsper.- Teachers are needed to weave the words

into contexts, to disseminate, to communicate, to

Converse, and to get students to use the words

,bound for their active vocabulary. Function words

provide the control, the. skeleton and the tendons-,

of the-language; Content words provide the beauty

and the life."

Cameroon Training Materiale



Families

,Numbers, colars, prepositions, and emotions arevocabulary that

may be teugW. within thelremewszk of a grammar lesson. Other

word familiee, like animals or things in a garden, are taught to

expand the scope orths language learner in particular diredtians.

. Using Sequence Words

Days of the week, numbers, seasons, months, he'elphsPet
abbreviations orthe preceding words, dates, frequency
adverbs, tenses, time phrases, sizes

Make charts (or caleriders ar visual representations) of
words that appear in sequences and use (hem: aspermanent wall

decorations, at least until they are internalized bythe

students.

Make. flash cardsW one word of the sequence on each

card. Once students understand the words in context;mix,

up the cards and let them proctibe saying or using them

out of Sequence. Have, them put tha,,cards back into

sequence.



Teaching words in groups related on any-level from the detailed

(The parts Pf-a Car) to the general- (Kinds of Vehicles) In

these .,exerciselg; a language learner .canexplore any aspect of

the vocabulary that is interesting to him .("What do you call

the thing ,you. put yourfOot onto change the gears? " Ar "What's

that?Y).-lhese word groups can be exploited in activities.

ranging from 'ernes (concentration, pyramid) to discussions :

(HeW to Drive, or What transportationmethod is best suited 6-

to go tO4 0 a )
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Using DescriptiOn Exercises

Asking students to describe objects or scenes that relate
to or contain '.acabulary.from several different areas, so
that the Vocabularyis used in new and different contexts..

The Fridge

Debcrihe.a refri erator...

A refrigerator is big.
. .

-A refrigerator is white sometimes.
A.refrigerator is metal/plastic.
A refrigerator is in the kitchen.

krefrigerator has a door.
It has hinges.
It. has no legs.

has a motor.

You keep food in refrigerator.
It is a machine to keep things cold.
It has two compartments.
One compartment freezes thingst it's. an ice box.
The othr compartment just keeps things cool.
You can keep ice cream and ice cubes and meat in an icebox.
You can keep vegetables,and milk and cooked food in the

main compartment.
Itls'coldest at the top, in the freezer.
It's the least cold at the bottom.

1You usually keep vegetables at the bottom.

Food related vocabulary Weather related vocabulary
_vegetables 'cold cool
milk freeze
cooked food ice ,

ice cream
meat Other related voeabula

metal machine
motor, hinges
door compartment
box kitchen

4p.'



4, Liain9 Settings

Developing a setting that containe objects thet canbe studied

and e*plored by the language learners.
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'orals "pi Is AstorL

5. Creeting_s set of exercises bround words in isolation
practicing the vocabulary. in different contexts over a period
of days.

Example:

TEN DAY EXERCISE
The following ideas are being presented with reference tc only
oneqaord:brushe Usually there would be several words thata
teacher would be practicing.

Write h. rsdb on the board, and say "brush" several times.'
,Studentstry to write the word correctly. They do not have
the definition.

Show 0 chart with several drawings or pictures.on it. Say

"brush" several times. Students come tel the front and try
to guess, bypointing, which is the brush. When one points
to the wrong picture, repeat brush." When one points to-
the correct picture, say "yes, a brush." Repeat until each
student gets the right answer'on the first try.

Bring a brush to class, in a pocket or wrapped up. "Guess

what I have?"

Tell a Story that contains the word "brush." Each time the
word "brush" comes up, mouth the.word silentAy. Students
must read lips to guesS the word. StudentS.raise.their
hands when they guess.. Give clues if the students can't
guesS. Start by pUitlng dashes on the board to indicate
the number of letters. Start filling in the letters from
the. back forward, one each time the sentence is repeated_
without a correct guess. Write the word In'the air while
mouthing it.

Askjor'some students to come to the front of the class.
Blindfolded,_ the students are given several objects, one
of which is a brush. .They must guess which it is. As

eachtstudent guesses, he holds up the brush silently.
aria,

Flay "What Is It? ", describing the brush without using the
word:

It is not. good- to sit on.
It cleans our--teeth. It cleans our shoes.
We hold i in our hands.
We use it every eleY.

Students raise their hands when they think they know.
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The class plays THINK; the brush is included. (Sec Games.

Play "What is in My hand?" There is nothing in the hand,

but brush teeth,,or comb heir, or clean shoes until someone

guessed.

The class has a reading. passage in which the Word "brueihn

appears. Put several descriptions or pictures on the board.

The students match the o6jects.or descriptions with the word

that corresponds, in the passage.

vt/ord Re Ia ons

Synonyms

To grin is to 'smile.
To hand out is to distribute.

Oppopites (Antonyms)

The opposite o short is tall.
The opposite of short is long.

B. Analogies

Right is to left as up is to down.-
Right is to wrong good is to had.

phrasing



10, Morphology

. prefixes (changing the meaning)

xploting appoeitea :

im/ax
in /ex

in

im

it

un

Pr anti-.

import
include

eXport

exclude

inhuman
deiicat indelicate
conceivable inconceivable

postai:pis limpobeible
patient'` impatient.
perfect imperfebt

regular irregular

respective irrespective
recOncilable irreconcilable

legal illegal
legitimate illegitimate
legible illegible

believable unbelievable
.necessary unnecessary
kind unkind

pro-war
pro-Nixon
pro-communist
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Morphology contld.)

sUffixes (changing the part speech

expanding nouns tc.include adjectives and adverbs

less/ful

ly

careless
painless
meaningless

carelessly
painlesSly
meaninglessly

expandingiverbs:to include nouns

a person who:.

mines
dines
sings
writes
smokes

.theyrsmokes
teaches
teaches English
`speaks English

careful
painful
meaningful

carefully
painfully,-
meaningfully

miner
diner
singer
writer
smoker
chainemoker
teacher
English teacher
English speaker

stems roots -

1. Underline the parts of words in each

the same.

cup that are

local, locate, location, allocate, dislocate

sign, signal, 'signify, resign, depAgnatJ.on

handy, handful, unhand, lefthanded, handyman

How many words can you make with these word TOO a

day Monday, birthday, daylight

care careful, carefree, uncaring,

centr central, centrifugal,' centre,

vict-, victory,; evict, convict, victim
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UeinuText

Words in Conte Slosh Exercses_
Using nonsense wdrds that students must be able to 'define from the
context, with a list of questions about the text. Students know
this is s game from the beginning. It-is not a. testing technique.
It is teaching how to.find the meanings of words.

Example: Building a Snerf

\
These days. in 'America, it is very difficult to

_build a snarl's. For one thing, sneifs ere 'very ex-
pensive though dome snerfs ere nelder than others,
depending on their klib. I haVe alWays wanted a
gerbel snerf in the ditzel. I don't have a large
family Ad a gerbel.snerf is more appropriate. And
I have always loved theditzel,'better than cities
with their noise and smog. The noises of thj.dittel
are much morn pleaaent-to-the Aar. It's so beauti-
ful to go. for a walk there and listen to the sounds
of twirdling ferps.. You almodt fever hear a ferp

,

in the city.,

1. Why is it difficult to build a snerf?
2. What kind of snerf does the writer want?

World a gerbel.snerf be neld or expensive?
4. Where does the writer wish to- live ?'' .1.

5. Why.is a gerbel snerf in. the ditzel preferable
to a gerbel Brice in the city?

6. What Can yoU hear in the ditzel that you cant
hear in-the city?

7. Whet kind of noise'doep s ferp make?
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Words In-Cont x Ellack-out-tXeroises

_Present a<<paagage With certain keywords blacked-out, but not so

as:to---ebscurethe--total,ffieening of the pesstage. Have the students

read-the passage in small groups, asking each other questions until

they pre sure they understand the passage. Then-ask for words that

could go in the blacked -out areas. The students should understand

how this skill can improve theirability to guess at meanings of

strange words in .tests (state exams,btc.) and in general reeding._

They. will.incresse their reading speed andcomprehension

lessen their dependence on a dictionaTY.

Example. TheiighMen

Fie' Up swiftly on his horse, both hot

and IMINNIMMOMOM Di amp un ti ng , he wen t IIMMandir to

the bar and ordered.a tall, beer. No one

.khew exactly who he was because he wore simmaill
over his eyes, but they had all heard of this man

and were , "It's the Valiatataaft,Man,"

they to each other in horror.

(Answers:)
1. Masked
2. galloped
3. dusty
4. directly_
5. cool
6. mask
7. afraid
8. Masked
9. whispered
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Take a match from the matchbox.
2.. Strike the match against the flint.
3.. Touch the lighted match to the wick.
4. Wait until the wick catches fire.
5. Take, the match away'from the candle.

'6. BloW,out the match.

An operation is the easiest ways for a language learner to
learn to use complex verbs and vocabulary. It is an active rather
than a pessiVe,learnino experience. Italso allows a teacher to
solidify/test the students' comprehension of tense manipulation in
realsituations, e.g.: Whet are-you going to do? What are you doing?'
What hoc, he just done? -,What did ydu do first?

An operation is a series cf directions, in the imperative, that
teach studente how to perform a function. It.cen be using a pay
phone, a cassette player, a flashlight. It can'be-eating a piece.
of -candy or cooking 'ribe. In operation can be just about anything
that requires a series of specific actions for the completion of a
function.

1.= An operation'should be on en B x 6 id: no more hen e
lines and no more than eight words per line.

It should be introduced in the imperative form.
It. can be taught like the presentation of a dialogue.
The subject of the opera4aon.shouid be present in the clasa-

roam, because pal;t of the function of an operation is to
reinforce learning thrdugh visual and tactile aids.

An operation helps students sequence information, practice giving
directions,- ind explain the actions of others in real situations.
It also povidep them with the opportunity to learn vocabulary In .

the context of a real situation, rather than having to depend on
a dictibnary or lengthy explanation.

ADAPTING OPERATION TO MAPS AND DRAWINGS AND TO KNOWN ENVIRONMENTS

How _oget to the post office -om-the.School.
How to get to my house from the past office.

- How to get to the capital from our town_
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CHAPTER, 4: READING

The direction of this chapter moves from using techniques to
.daVelap the ability to read a passage written in English' (eleman-
tary) to using the passage as a means.for building other language
end reading skills (advanced). Each technique provides an envir-
onment for the language learner to work, 3n different skill areas.
Next to each technique is a list of the-skills that can be dev-
eloped by using this technique.

For further ideas on using a reeding-passage as a-springboard to
otber language. skills, see the-chepter on Conversetie0, the. chap-.
ter on Games, and the appendix on Question's.

The'techniques In some cases require books and other reading
matter often. not available to a class. Potential- sources for
materiels are: a USIS branch, Peace Corps'Weshington, the Brit h
Couqcil,_and-mission libraries(Americen, English, Australian,
etc.). Potential subjects can be current events (newspapers or
magazines), photographic adventures (National Geographic), or
manuelia on water purification, irrigetion, sanitation, disease
carriers, at cetera.



ORAL READING TECHNIQUES

_OhniOr_Rciedinst

Read the passage aloato.the studente.

Read again, by phrase group, having the..

students repeat the phrase by reeding
from theirown.texte, until the passage

is complete.
1: Once upon a'time (pause)
Ss: Once upon a time...

T: there were three bears (pause)
Ss: there were three bears....

Choral Reading II

Read_the text eloudw thout letting the

atudents see it. After completing the
passage, ask students questions about

the content. Students practice..their own
reading at the end of the exercise.

Choral_ Reading_III

Divide 'the text into narrator and
speaker roles, asking for volunteers

to take each part.

Note:
Encourage 'expressive' reading;
change readers frequently to allow.
for maximum participation. ,

Speaker 1: "Someone's been.aleeping
in my bed,"

Ns said Mama Bear.

Spanker 2: "And.semeonels been sleep-
ing in my bed., -too,"

said Papa Bear.
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Erasure chniAus.

Wtite the passage =he board.

.Read it'sloud anoe, with normal stress
and intonation.

:Have the students read theassae aloud,
eithet in unison or individually,

E'raso several words.

5.' After each erasure,. students read,
passage, supplying the missing words
from memory. (choral or individual)

i\

When the board is empty, the'sii,udents
are-able to recite the entire passe
from memory.

Adaptations:

SKILL AREA

3.

B1.1109, _

Poetry triorization
Vocaludarsi and ..Idiorn

MErnoriuttion0

Before erasing, underline the words to be.eliminated,-
students with a guide for the missing words.

After erasing the board, have student paraphiase

p ovide

6

her than recite.

Have students write the passage from memory. One student can white
his paragraph. on ,the board, and the class can comment and correct.



ijiltiazed2(
estuderit mark of> the

ohe2e told.
pesesges

T One upon a time (93adh)
there were three begro
(82ash) who lived together
(Blush) in the Foreat (Bash)

Vir-to "the students to read site fitly on
thu commend "reed, " then, at the command
°I.osak up," to Zook up and recite the
reariked pihrease trial/ have read.

3! Rep eat this until the
1e Complete :di,

L voted peseege

Rep eat fxorri the beginning , Liming expanded
phrase gioupa. The goal ES you move
thrsough the year La to gel students to
see li toihole sentenced.

SKILI AREA

1, Phrase Grcuptr9

2 ReAiing Speed.-

Adapte

If the to t is on the bLeckbaora, hemie ati. dente reed end look swot/.
It haps -to stand in the beak 02 to one sideof the olssa,

Follow Read and Look._ Away lath -the a enure technique, meJ.nta ining
the commode "xoed" and "look stay." Thin Le fun for the students
since they osninot read my thing ofte7 d few ereoure es
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SKIMMING

Skimming is a skill that can be taught in the classroom. It is a

serviceable tool far the language learner: itincreases general
reading speed, and it teaches one how to iockforaindfind specific

information quickly.

1. _Usinq_a Readim Passele

Before students begin to read the passage, ask questions
that focus their attention On spedific information they
will encounter.

Ask questions orally, one at a time, end allow the studen
to find the answer and raise their hands for the response.

Ask,several questions -11y, and.have the students write
each answer aa they
the _have finished,

nd it, end turn the paper over Olen

Have students divide' into teams and give points for the
t#Sm that finds the answer first.

Set s time limit, and give students several written
questions to find before you call time..

2. Lying an Atlas

Reproduce a map on large sheets of paper or make dittoes

for the class. Index material can be added on additional
dittoes. to provide tasks for the students.

Where. is Shbtan?
What countries border on Gambia?
How. many airports are in Gambia?

Are they international or local?
What routeacan.you take to get from

by aAr7
by sea?

Can you drive o Kampala from Cairo?
Kabul from Beluga?
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1.16119an_Almaneo

At least one,Almanac will need to be available to students.

Where'would yow'Find Information on Islam?

What page is on?

Who wrdte
Would you find In the Table of Contents or

the Index?
What kind of information to there on

Using Diotlonela

At least one dictionary will need to be avaiiabls to students.

How many ways are there to spell
Look up the word

the definition and close
How_do you pronounce
Is there more than one wa
What is the root /origin of

the part of epeach
a second definition
a synonym for

the

When you
dictionary.

unce

find it, read
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5. 1111111Ltini

This eon be prepared on a:large sheet of paper or on a ditto
for individual copies, path are effective.

Where would you find,ice cream?
How many different typet of couraes do-they offer ?'
How much is a Greek Salsa
What would it coat to Melva the house sal-d, an entree, and

a hot 'fudge sundae?
What do they offer with a's-teak?



,TEAGHINR READING SKILLS THROUGH LITERATURE

1. Point of View
r

monologue (interior thought)
first person with other speakers

: observer outside the action
: narrator

.Reason for choosing one point view over another

Advantage of the author over the characters
Advantage of the author over the readers

'Plot Dev ment

Ailhatia happened up to now
Order of appearance of characters and why
Why the chapter ends as/where it doe9°
What will happen next -- between characters

-- in the action

'Why dies at this point(marries, meets "him")

What the immediate effects are
What the longrange effects are
If there's a change in the tone ofthe book,

-- new hope
-- sense of hopelessness --

Character Development

HouthLcharacters are introduced
-- the incident itself

its effect on the opinion of the reader

What characters are 'good' /'bad'.
'acceptabta,Punscceptable

- - are they the same characters --

- - who decides the ,good'nessPbad!ness
-- the reader
- - the author

other characters --

-- doall agree
What incidents confirm /alter the appearanceof the

character
Who is the hero? The villein?

- - are they the same roles at the end7\--
-- in the middle? --
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Settinj

Why the author chose a gloomy house --
-- a town near the ocean --
-- the characters to be neighbors --
-- 1900 as the year --

`Society

The class structure
-- who is who --
-- how they got there --

The mores of this society in-the book
-- what behavior is acceptable --
-- who decides --

The'use of dialects and why
The environment of the. characters

-- living conditions --
-- living arrangements --

Author's view of 'right' and 'wrong'
-- in opposition to the cheroot 7

- - in agreement? --

Message

there a paint being made
-- what is it --
-- why isit important and to wham

-- how is it.made
do you agree --

7. Cross- cultural Awareness - What is different?

Concept of right and wrong
Concept of hero
Role or religion

work
love --

Structure of family
Means of decision-making
General cultural impressions



QUEEN FOR A DAY

This .technique is effective only as a review f texts, end is

especially useful in those countrieswhere students have to pre-

sent oral finals to pass their state exams. Students,develop

skills in extrapolation, summarizing, and asking questions in

Before letting Students participate in this type of

exercise, be sure they are able totalk to each ether in English,

and to understand each other in English.

Divide the class into:groups of three or four,

and let each group select one text from those

already studied to re-present to the bless.

Set up a basic framework:

review vocabulary
present content
prepare questions for the class

to ascertain that they have
understood the text

Five the class the weekend to prepare their

pres ntetions.

Assign an order for the presentations.(who:

fb116168 whom), but not el time limit.' Plan

for about three days to a week of student-

run classes.

It is not important for all students to be involved in every revie

It is important the
present a text.

be given the opportunity at least once to

Sit in the beck of the class, where your,role as teacher will but

diminished. The students will really betresponsib e to each other

for discipline, attention and comprehensioe.

Give students the option to be creative. All plays, dramatic

readings, and dialogues.



THE EYE WITNESS ACCOUNT

Assignment:
Retell the atory in the first person.
the characters in the passage and tell
of view.

WHAT HAPPENp WHEN?
a.

\

Take the part of one of
the story from hts point

\

The following sentences recall some of the events in\the passage.
Number the sentences to show the order in which theevents ook

plaee.

a, log hit the apple

d

and stuck in the low branches.

The writer of the passage and his sun climbed on, the side
of the house which was floating in the Water.

\The motorboat turned ov

The writer and his son were in their motorboat looking
for people stranded by the flood.

ti

e. When the apple tree fell over, they held onto Albg

P. The writer found his younger son on land, waitingfor his

return.

_g. Twenty miles up river a dam broke.

h, The, writer and his son caught hold of an appletree,

Some people in a large.rowboat rescued the man and the boy.

The writer and his son took,McGrath on their boat.
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COPTER 5: WRITING

Leorninwwriting skills can begin almost immediately in a first-
year English clews, as long es the writing tasks are consistent
with the students' knowledge of vocabulary and structure. In this-
chepteri-there are examples of three differenttypes of technique
that help language learners build their writing skills. The-tech-
niques are using e1]quenced exercises, using. dictation, and -uoing
types of writing.

!squenced exercises help prevent errors rather. than correct thOM.
There are two examples of sequenced exercises in this chapter.:
Each progresses from elementary to advanced writing levels. They
,differ in focus. One increases structural complexity. The other
increases the writer's freedom to make decisions, in a controlled
framework, about the Content of the sentences and paragraphs. The
order of these exercises can be changed to meet the requirements_
of the language learner. The exercises can also be repeated with
differtnt passages, end can be implemented to meet the needs of
the individual language learner: if student A- has mastered eXer-
cises one through six, he can proceed to number seven, whereas if
student B is still making errors on number three, fie can practice
that exercise with each passage as he advances in other areas of
writing.

Dictation is a means of building a relation between the written
word and the spoken word, It helps language learners mark their
progress in listening comprehension, and it helps reinforce new

-Vocabulary and- new structures both orally and aurally. It is also
a way of improving skills in note taking, listening for .the main
idea, and writing summaries.

Types of writing_ presents ideas for introducing the language
learner to creative writing. It can provide a new level of inter-
est and involvement for students and teacher. Types of writing
that can be practiced in a class are: descriptive (It was red and
just sat there); narrative (Once upon a time); how to (Fipst you
take a Can opener); dialogue ("I am fine, thank you, and you ? ")_,



SEQUENCED EXERCISE ONE

Sequenced Exercise One is structural; it allows a language learner
to work on one elehent of structure at a time, rather: than cope with
many different prdblems at mice. The orderin which these exercises
are presented need not be followed, nor is it important to try to
.cover every 'exercise. Which exercise is covered, and how often it
is practiced, will be determined by the needs and problem areas of
each individual class. Within a-class, individual work can be
emphasized one language learner who has difficulty with gender
changes may want to practice substituting "JoeP with "Mary", while
another who has problems with comparatives may want.ta adapt the
same paragraph to include comparison.

exariple:. -" "The cake was made by Elizabeth. First the ingre
dients were=combined well, and then the mixture
was beaten with a spoon for five minutes. After
it was-beaten, it was poured into .two -cake pane-

and placed in the oven at 350 degrees for one hour.-
When it was ready, the cake was taken out of the
oven and cooled. The icing was pit an the cake
more than two:hours after Elizabeth had started
to cook."

*21. Change-the paragraph from passive to active.
Begin: Elizabeth made a cake.

*page 6q

**page 65,

12. Change the new paragraph to- the future.
Begin: Tomorrow, Elizabeth will make a cake:'



Beginning

1. Copy the sentences.

Copy the sentences
form, with proper margins
indentation;

Change the gender.

(Have several sentences in
a list on the blackboard.)

into paragraph
end

(Joan to he to she)

4. Change the person. (she to I; we to tiny?

5. Change to plural. (1 to-we; verbs and pronouns)

6. Change, to negative.

7. Change to question form.

Substitute pronouns, for no'ls. (Jeer! to,she)

9., Combine simple sentences to form
compound sentences;

10. Add adjectives.

(add end; add but)

(She is a teacher. -beautiful-

11. _Add prepositional phrases.

(She is's beautiful teacher.),

(There is a box. -on the -table-
(There is a box on the table.)

12. Chinge (today..to yesterday; everyday_
to now)

13. Add opinion. (Henry '(and I) sew a movie
'last night.: He liked it.
(I didn't.) He wants to go
again. (I don't.) )

14. sentences. (My brother/come/now,
S: My brother is coming now.
The dog/eat/this morning.

15. Add comps-

S:_The dog ate this morning.,

(Henry's book is big.
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S: His book is Digger ths6.min
My book isn't as bin as his

S: My book is smeller than his



16. Add adverbs.

Change to complex sentence
with one subject..

Intermediate

Add adverbial clauses
of time.

19. Combine two sentences to
make a relative clause.

2C 'Change d
speech.

indirect

21. Change active to passive.

22. Substitute synonyms.

23. Change adjectives to
adjective clauses.

24.. Change adjectives to
prepositional phrases.

25. Change adjectiti
relative clause

26. Add relative clauses.

27. Add adverbial clauses
Of cause (reason).
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(The boy ran, -quickly-
S: The boy raryquickly. -often-
S: The boy often ran quickly.)

(The boy left school. He went
home.

S: The boy left., school and went
home.)

(I did my homework.
S: After I finished dinn

did my homework.)

(The girl was his cousin.
She wore a red dress.
S: The girl who Wore.a red

dress was his cousin.)

1 can.see a plane in the sky.
S: She said she could se- a

plane in the sky.)

(A car struck him.
6: He was struck by a

(I'm hungry.
S: I'm starved.)

(It was a green carpet.
6: It was a carpet that was

Completely green.)

(It's on the kitchen table.
S: It's on the table in the

kitchen.)

(There was a very old man.
S: There was a man who was

very old.)-

(That boy _id my best friend.
S: That boy .who sits by the

window is my best friend.

(I am
S: I am late because I fell

down and had to change my
eRir )



Advanced

8.

_

Add adverbial clauses
of condition.

29. Add adverbial clauses
of concession,

Add gerund phrases and-
clauses.

31. Ccrnbin sentences using
gerund.

_:.Add infinitive phrases
and clauses.

Add adverbial clauses
of purpose.

34. Add adverbial clauses
of both time and
purpose.

35. Add - adverbial clauses
of both cause snd
concession.

Add absolute con ru

. 37, Write s point of view that
involves structural change.
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(1 will go :toinorrow.
5: Twill go tomorrow if I

can finishsmy homework
tonight.),

(You can stay at my. house. ,1,-"

5: If you come to Mv village.
this summer, you an.stay

at my house.)

(I like fishing.
Fishing in early morning is
fun.

(He ate dinner at 6:15. He

went to the market at 5 :30.
5: Before going to the market,

he ate dinner.)

(I like to fish.
It is fun to fi h in the
morning.) .

I want to buy aznew,dreaa so
I can look nice. at the party.)

(When sh-0-7arrtved in. the capital,

'she put her money,in the benk-'
So she wouldn't spend'it too
quickly.)_

(If you arrive this weekend,
you can stay with me_because
`my sister is going to visit,
friends for three days.)

(All,other.00inions tothe
contrary, I still think it
sounds like: a good idea.)

I used to think it was in'.2r-
esting,, but now .1 have , anged
ray mind.)



SEQUENCED 7e CZ C Iwo

Sequenced Exercise Two allows language learriere to have more freedcin'
in creating thse Oct Oa]. content or a tdritimg exercise, 5tuden is ore'

- no longer copying paragraphs. Ruthel they ere writing their own.
Again, the exercises do not have to f ol,Low the corder in LahLoh they
are presented in this manual. Paragraphs writ-ten by the students
in Sec uendad Xelci se Tido ten be used es Taesspee f Torn .high they
practice afforect exercises in segaeoced E)gereise One.

litgLimka

2. Worde from, pi tytre

Sentencea f oni Tk figUres..

Queen na with r eali
Students write the responses..

Rierratved From stick figures.
Studenla write the en mere.

Shs

ai s on

a
on

le thie'a table?

Cbig)

Whet did Ssarl do at d :001
4

what tLme did he go tc3 school'?



9. crombied

Fill in the

ntsnces. (See Games.

blanks, one word to a space:

s) He was so he stayed in bed. (elementary)
b) If you arrived before 7:00,

(intermediate)
c) and

(advanced).

Fill in the :blanks exercise.

Example: Yesterday morning, I went

hey words

Example: Write a sentence using ti,a following three words.

(content). bed, book, blackboard/
a)

him, it, he

9. Sentence pItterns : Write a a h_ence with the same pattern es:

The A book is on the tabi

fr v

10. Students write from memory the erasure technique exercise
done in class that day. (See Reeding.)

11. Controlled stories from pictures. Flash cards in sequence

that tell a simple story. Hee studenterwrite one sentence
about each Oicturd. Then put the sentences into paragraph
form. This', should only be don after Orel work on the same-
pictures-.
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12. Rest=ricted senteno
-- ,

Writi\a sentence with four words.
-, ,

Write. asentence with all five-letter war
Write a,sentenoe in_whiCh each word begins with the

erne letter.

:
W-ite a sentence using no consonants except/t/, /n/,

t / -end /ht.'

13. Expande entences.

Write enc

Add a prepositional phrase.
Add an adverb of frequency.
Add a time phras

Intermediate

14. Choice paragraphs.

night
Tuesday
weekend

Scrambled pars

football match

(
I went to the movies

new bar in town.

oohs. (See games.)

16. Discuss proverbs in class. give a list of English proverbs.

Get translations of local proverbS and sayings. Have stu-

dents choose a proverb and write a short composition with

the proverb as the last line.-

17. Pictures to Dialogue. Prevent a sequence of pictures end-

helve pairs of students write dialogues that might take place

in the circumstances illustrated.
The pictures can be cap-

tionless trans,- figure drawings, or photographs.

Vobebulary to story. a picture with- s lot of detail.

Have students list words they associate with the picture.

Have them write a story using these words, individually or

in groLips.

Advanced

19. Creative storytelling. Choo

orally. -Have the students f

paper.
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Picture and begin es _y
h the story on a piece of



20. Complete a given passage. (There I was with a car
coming straight at me...

21. Begin a given passage. (...His body lay twisted and
lifeless on the floor.)

22. Supply the body of a passage. (She gave

23. Paraphrase the passage.

her brothe

It was the best cake they
had ever tasted.)

24. Write a short paragraph on a similar topic.

25. Show en advertisement without a slogan. He

the slugan.

tudents wri

1414

26. Divide studehts into groups of three.' Give each group five
Minutes to ohoose.an object that has_More.thanthree
able parts. Each student puts himself into the role of one
of those parts and writes three or four. centences bout his
feelings, his function, or his relation to the other parts,
without naming himself or them. Students then read their.
parts as a group and the class tries to guess what they re
present. For example, an egg: the shell; yoke, white; or a
watch: the second hand,-Ehe winding mechanise, the wristband.

27. Point of View. Tell the
from the point o' view of

ory of Little Red Riding Hood
he wolf.

28. Adapting stories Put LittLe Red Riding Hood in Asia.
Adapt the story to your culture.

29. Fables. Discuss a OIlemma that the students may be having:
bad grades, marriage questions. Ask them what outcome they

_would like to see,-and write a fable that discusses the
dilemma.=
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Blind. Your, bast friend is blind. Describe the cleasroom

to him

31. Cheracters in Search of en Author. Choose pictures of ,peep ev

who look'as th they had interesting lives.- E h ,etude

chooses a PiOtLite. -Then the student 'becomes* the character

and writes in-the\first person about his or her life.
-,.

32. Objects in Search of an Author. 'Choose a group of pictures

that include some dominant objects. Each student chooses-a

picture and becomes the object,. writing about his feelings

and actions as the object within the context of the pictlire.
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DICTATION
The maphinics'of a dictation are fairly simpl The dictation
should be short. It can be a passage students haveseen before;
Or ei,:neweone based on e0opic or structure discussedin class.
TheTpunustionMarks (and their names) can be put on the board
for reference,, t least for the first several dotations. The

-passage IW!,,be read once for comprehension before students pick
up their pens. The passage can be reed a final time, without
naming punctuation marks, at normal speed. The following pages
contain ideas for using dictation in the classroom.

WORKING WITH NU _ERS

Full word

Numerals

b Ins

Times:-

-(Nume la)

(FUll words)

Dates:

urea

Two

212..

What i.

'12.. 15.
Twelve-.
1L-19.
Fourteen timely-Iwo.

2,5O

Two do 5 and

kw

LmeS

e
p

e-
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Chronological order:

WORKING WITH THE ALPHABET

Spelling Bee (norma

Spelling Bee by

Scrambled Words

Sequencing the alphabet
(random letters)

ay

Trakcic.
a..,L..

-E,

WORKING WITH OUE6TIONS AND NSWERS

tkil

I
rola 1)Li le

ate questions; etude--
Use a recently studied text as thesubject tlf the questions.

the questions and-theCanswer

Ask questions about a but have students write only the

answers.

WORJIINB WITH OPINION (negatives- mauves; tensi

[Ante e an opinion; have the students write anopposite opinion.

State, an opinion orally end have students only write the opposite

opinion.
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WORKING WITH DIRECTIONS

Dictate instructions; students can follow them when all instruc
tions have been written, e.g., "Write down your sge. Subtract
eleven. -Add three..."

Give instructions, end have students regpond to them with u
writing the instructions, e.g., "Put :square at the top of
page. Write the word Bin in the square. Now put four more
squares-in a row next to the first -square..."

Give each student a map and give directions, to follow. Make
each a problem to solve

the

OAK
01:3=10

At The corner of Oak and
Main is the -liquor afore. %%Ai- c-

L- in the. h;lx. Across -Ltle Stra-ti
is ihr post of fice. Wrile.

41 ale. box...

y t in the
country it-hand
corne.r of the map. In the
country that lies chredly
to the So v4h y wrat..
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TYPES OF WRITING
DeeorlPtiVe It was red end just sat there.

Narrative Once upon a time...

How To First, you take a can-open-

Dialogue "I am fine, thank you, and you

DESCRIPTIVE 1.ITIN5 s lowastudents to work with associations,

comparisons end images'in English:

Detailed vocabulary can

Feefl nouns:

adjectives :.

rued specific areas:

excitement, happiness, love, hate,

anger, desperation, wonder, evil

ing, ecited, happy, loving, lovely,

hateful, hated, angry, angered, despised

b. Write a descriptive paragraph beginning with the phrab

"I really liked the last Movie I saw because...

Games and simple exercises can be developed around the five senses.

Different observations cen be made by centering:,ettention on ea ph

sense individually.

"The lest time I felt really sad was hen..."

b. "A nightmare can be scary, but it can also be run..."
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Write a0 description of the following objects terms of

the- senses:
bread. .

hot peppers
a river .

acacia trees
Summer

d. Write a description df_ an object without using itsname.

See if the other students can guess what it is..

6. Write-a brief piragraph about why you like:

a sunny day
y9ur favorite food
music

NARRATIVE WRITING allows studentsto practice manipulating tenses
and-to work with logican progression. It can also allow students
to combine a fiegeunce-of events.with'a description of-those :Barnet

events. Students can work with narratives. through chain stories,
fold-over stories, creating their own character, or adapting a
reading pessege.,

/
1. The chain story. Conversation.)

The students tell -vo One student begins and after a
sentence or two, stops, and another student continues to
tall the story. Stop the class half-way through the story.
and have the students finish the story on paper.

The fold -over story.
Each student takes-a piece of paper and writes the numbers
1-10, well spaced, down the side of the page. After each
instruction, the student folds over the page so what has been
written cannot be seen, and passes the page to another student.

1. Write the name of a man.
Write an adjective about the man. (fat, handsome)

3. Write the name of a woman.
4. Write an Adjective about the woman. (fat, be ul)

5. Write a place. (the beach, Seoul)

6. Write what he did.
7. 'Write what she did.
8. Write what he said.-
L.:Write whet. she said 0

V. Write what' everybody said about them.
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0 en the paper and read the story. .

Once there was a men. His namevwes 0 He wee

__He_met-a_Women. Her name wee' . She Was

met... He- . She -----ke said i'hShe

Everyone said
-

ex: A man named , Oho was g met a women named ,-- --- (but/and/while) she .
who was ,

. He

He said to which she responded- Everyone said

Oreate a che ecter.
Let students invent a character, Old 'Fat Albert for example,..and

let them veleta close activities end lessons to the character,

building little history or narrative about him.

ex: This Affild.Fat Albert. He is 16 years old.

He goes%tdour school and every dey he site .

in the last row Old Fat Albert likes to

sleep in class.

In the more elementary exercises, U.F.A. can get up at ten

minutes to eight andbe late to school. Aa the students

advance, h can develop moods, surroundings; and associations.

Old Fet Albert lives outside of town with his mother,

his fa her,,,Iped his six brothers and sisters. His

house is painted red. It three rooms and a thatched

roof.

/U.F.A. can gradually leave the surroundings and go out on

adventures. This brings in more student-initiated vocabulary,

as they will want to have Albert do
things they like to discuss,

like footbaill cooking, dating and so on. Albert's adventures

can be developed through chain stories; or through fold-over

stories, as well OS through group decisions or by individual

contributions.

4. Adapt a reeding passage.

Let students refill a pessage just read in their own words.

If:text-a are divided into parte to be-read over two. or three

class days, let students end the story themselves before they

reed the ending conceived by the author. .

Let students write a sequel to a story read in asap.
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HOW-10 WRITING can be initially teacher controlledto build-
vocabulary and structural control using visual and tactilebids.
These exercises can begin with, copying or dictation. Eventually,
though, the students will acquire the abilityto explain how to
do different things], like going to their homes, or making e=
compliosted netionak dish. exercises build skills in writing'

- in logical progressions -,.:ihozaughly, and describingev
actions, resuli eme env57,1 Operations (see'VocsOolary)'
that havr, been worka4 , bass ere a good sterting.point for

. How To Exerciees.
.

DIALOGUE WRITING deals with logical progressioninconversetion.
Dialogue writing can =inclement the teaching ofdialogues, or of
guided conversations. One way to develop dialogue writing skills
in to let students memorize a dialogue taught inclads, write that
dialogbe from memory, adept the dialogue toa different setting
Aor eituation,,end,finelly write:their own dialogues using the
;dioms of phrases of their choice from a selection ofdifferent
ialogueslworked' n in class. With texts, this skill can be
-ther-developed through exercises like: "Writea conversation
t might have taken place between Ahab and Moby Dick,"or "Write
e conversetion-betweeh Little Red Riding Hood end the Big Bad.

Igo f in your own horde.'"
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.CliAkP61 CONVERSATION

On perceivingYa student On. the street at the end c a
program ?Or:intermediate EFL:

Weil, M---------d, did you learn any English this term?
Fine, thank you.

true. that the practice of conversation, that is the practice
peakingtand listening skillsf is present in every aspect of

language learningtto scime degree. Often the development of this
language skill is incidental in the classroom and is never worked,
with as a ,'primery, subject. It is also frequently true, that a
student addressed. outaide the classroqm,.dn a subject net related
tr the classroom, will be at a loss either to understand the'ques-
tion'or to apply hileMer carefully .learned vocabulary and rules of
structure to respond coherently. The ability tb converse is not
one thet.comes incidentally or easily to a language iearner.

If the objective of the language learner iato,ba able to con-
verse 'freely' in English and apply'hAs/her language skills to a
many s3tOetions,and subjects as possible; then he/she will need' a

. speak-and-listen inian environment that is structured for Fon-
versation itself.

There are a variety of techniques that help iinguaqe learners
develop their ability to converse. Many techniques use a grammar
point or -reading-passage as a base from which to branch into
convers n exercises. Other techniques are designed Only for
speaking stening,practice.



DIALOGUES

Dialogues are structured situations in which students practice

both verbal (HoOodo you do?) and non-verbal (shaking hands) con-

versation. The situations are introduced by the teacher, who

recites/acts cut the dialogue for the students at least twice.

Dialogue memorization usually follows,-with line by line practice

Guided by the teacher.

After each line, a visual aid of some sort can too presented,

act as a cue for that Um.

here. are you pins

Students should be able to present the line when the teacher

indicates a particular cue.
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When the dialogue has been adequately learned, students can be
called upon to come before the class and act it oUt. Students
can practice eye contact and hand and facial gest6yes. If the

role-players falter in their lines, students at their seats can
be called on to make the necessary corrections.

00 00

If you are teaching dialogues to the class to acquaint students
with formal and informal means of cOmmunication, a dialogue can
be presented, memorized, and then expanded, to develop an aware-
ness in students of appropriate language Use in different social
situations. The sentences can be written on the blackboard with
enough room between them for variations to be written under the
appropriate words.
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Sample dialogue far presenting a minimalpair I and /iy

A: Crjn, in. Please sit down.
8: Thank you. Is Pete home yet?

A: No, he isn't:

Sample dialogue for presenting a grammarpoint:

A: Where have you been? You've_been out for

I went to see a -film in town.
A: Really? Which one?
8: .Catch 22. Have you seen it yet?
A: No, I haven't.

hours.

Sample dialogue for presenting vocabulary:

A: What awful weather!
8: Yes, the rainy season's here again.

.How did you get covered by so'much mud?

A: My car got stuck four times on myway here.

6: Oh dear! What miserable luck.

Sample dialogue for presenting socio-cultural. aspects of English.

Hello, Mustapha:_ Have you seen the newfootball team yet?

6: No, but I'm going to see them tonight.

A I am, tot). have two tickets to the mat h.

8: How are you doing to get there?
`A: By buS at 6:00. Why?

8: I thought I would go with yoL,
A: That. will he nice. I'll see you at 6:001 Goodbye.

8: Goodbye!

(see variations on following
page)
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Variation:

A Hello Mustached Have you seen the new team yet?
Hil Seen---------

`Ives seen------

No, but Ilm'going to e ie them tonight.
h-uh, _gonna---

Nape,

`A: I am, too. I have two tickets to the match.
e ten CI've got e few game.

tan couple of

a: How,are you going to get there_
%'re ye gonna--

A: By bus, at-6:00. Why?
Whet for?

I thought I would go with you.
Thought I'd - - - --

Wanted t -------

A:-That will be nice. I'll see you et 6:00. Goodbye.
Great! bee Ve Bye!
Sure! Catch you

B: Goodb,,-

o icw91
ee ys later!
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DIALOGUES A5 CONVERSATION PRACTICE

Jumbled Word Ord

Each line of the-new dialogue is written on the blackboard in

scrambled form, so that the students must unscramble the words

in order for the sentences to make sense.

A: you going where are

to I'm hospital the doctor get to going

Jumbled Sentences or Pictures
//

A dialogue iE b.rr In the/blackboard or pictures are presented

to the class in s order. The students' task is to put the

lines of the dia.ue or the pictures in the right order and thus

make a logical sequenCe.

0: I'm going to the hospital to get a doctor.

A: For your father?
A: Where are you going?

Fill in the Mic 14ords

Lines of a new dialogue are written.on the blackboard with key

words left out. The students provide various words or expressi

for the sentences of the dialogue. No one answer is correct.

A: Where are you
8: I'm at

Transformational Dialogues

Change any line of the dialogue, usually the first one. The

students will have to make other changes in the dialogue to make

the lines conform. For example, the subject can be changed from

singular to

A: Where arL .,iJ going ?` (change to THEY)
1
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Cues on the Blackboard

Provide the situation by writing various cues on the Slackboard.dr
by showing pictures thet will suggest lines to the students.

0 en-Ended Melo ues

Provide the first line of a dialogue and then have the students
complete the dialogue either_indLvidually or in groups. These
dialogues can later be dramatized by each ,group in front of the
class.

A:
B:
A:
B:

B:

Where are you going in such a hurry?

Problem solvinsisilaaLsa

The students write down their own dialogues individually or in
groups, basing them on problegCsituations.given to them. These
can later b° presented before the class.

Problem: You' Ire diving a taxi full of people when
Yousre flagged down by a men on the side of the road
who is obviously sick. He needs a ride to the next
town. You ask someone to give the man his place,
but no one moves.
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GUIDED CONVERSATIONS

A -guided conversation allows languagelearners to build creative

dialogues from a cue or sentence offered by the teacher. Theh

the framework for the conversation isset by the teacher, the

direction of the conversation is controlled by the students

themselves, as is the setting of theconversation-and the tone.

-FramaJork: the present perfect

Sentence: (No, thank you.) I've already seen_that.movie.

Task: Build a conversation from the sentence.

1. What might the preceding sentence/question be?

2. Who might be involved in this type ofconversation?

3. Take five minutes and write an eightline conversation
between two people, using this line as partof the

Conversation. It can be anywr.ore in the conversation

that is appropriate. Take inLo fonsideration where

you might have the conversation, with whom, and with

what feelings (work in pairs).

4. Present the conversation. Use eye. contact an any

appropriat gestures or nonverbal communication.
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INTERVIE6B-

Reading

Students interview the main characters of a readingpassage,
m: the central figures in an article or news story. They
ha-ve the,chance td discuss motive and -see the story from
diffeTeht angles.

Trial: students have a trial in which they debate the value
. or the 'rightness' of actions. taken by a main character.
Witneqser can de other characters. Students act as lawyers,
jury apt] judge.

Grammar

example: Indirect speech

The students interview each other in pairs on any topic of
.1.nterest. The pairs can interview. as 'reporter and famous
puon,' or as themselves. After one interview finished,
the students switch roles and do a second interview, so
-that both have the chance to be a 'reporter' and ask
questions and to be n 'famous person' and field theques
tions. After both interviews are finished; the pairs report'
to te class what each- has learned about the other. (The
interviews can take place out of class, as homework, with
the results of the interviews to be presented orally'the
next day, the fallowing Monday, or whatever.)

example: Question skills

The, cless Lhooses one stad3t)t to be a fa-;lisus personality.
He/she is then interviewed by the othe members of the
class as if it were a press conference._
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PLAYS AND ROLE PLAYS

Role plays allow stud6nts to adopt the roles of charac _is other

than themselves and act out a conversation in a formalized situa-

tion. Role plays can be adapted from reading passages,. or devel-
,

aped from actual situations and using well-known personaliV.es.

Readin

.Hake the students close their books directly fte

reeving passage and do an impromptu role-play.

Let students pick any of _several texts studied and, in

small groups, prepare ts011ay or dialogue to demonstrate

their comprehension. This usually requires a weekend

h meword:assignMent to allow students time to prepare.

Three or four groups can prHlent their texts in one

class period, or one group oan present its text each

day at the time normally allotted for reading.

Grammar

example: The present perfect

You have run aillay from home, and you call your parents

to tell them why.

exameli sequencing tenses/Control cf-60propriate teewls

You are L... ;fronted in the market by a neighbor who accuses

you of oaling vegetables from his garden. Persuade him

that you have alWays been an honest person.

example: The conditional

The prl,nipal of yoUr school invites you for dinner end

he serves you some food that you absolutely hate. What

do you do?
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The Cocktail Part
Role playing a situation (10-15 pla

Cocktail parties are situations in'which students have to solve
a problem: Find out your relationship with every other character.
Be able to:explain the 'situation'. Each student is given a char-
acter card with his/her name and age. 'The character and the
student don't have to be sex-related. On the character card is
aleo'enexplanation of the character's relation-to One other
perton at the cocktail party. With this clue in hand, each student
goes.into the situation, assumes the role of the character, and
circulates at this party, talking tothe other guests, finding
out who they,are ancwho they're related to. After about one-half
hour, the students discuss the situation and explain their rela-
tion to other members of the 'party'.

Note: Every card contains a piece of information about tht, itua-
tion, but no card contains allthe information.

Family_ Tree

invent a famil: of about-f-i-n members. Take index cards
and on each put one name, with that person...I-lege and rela-
tional-tip:to one other family member. Include grandparents
or uncles on the maternal side. Women's main names
should be in' parentheses. No two family members should
be identified by the same clue, e.g., "Joe Smith,, Mary
Smith's son" and'"Mary Smith, Jos Smith's mother", becauge
it closes off the game for those two family members.

Gu 5mif \-A

Vb

Miki e cousfn
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Give each student a card with a name, age, and relation-

ship on it. If the class has thirty students, diVide them

into two groups and prepare two family treer, (the same aria

twice,or two different families). If the class has less

than fifteen students, reduce the number of family members.

Let the students circulate ib,their iroup,.talking to each

other anci trying to determine how they are related. When

they etve- determined all the relationships, have them sit,

and as each member to_deacribe his relation to all the

other family members. Put'up a tree an the board and fill

in the names as they are identified by the students.

there WI71 three groups workl.ng on the same' family, let

tho ,three who,tiavethe same ,;urd explain together and

agree or disagree with each 6ther, Men all the family

members have Peanjdentific-) ;Adthell' relationships ex-

plained, ask the students .,heir own family trees.

They can came up and drew a tree if they want while they

explain the relatio-hships that exist in their culture.
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CHAPTER 7: GAMES

The term -'game' is used loosely here'to cover several different

kinds of stimulating exercises thatmake a classroom more inter-

edting. They represent things out of the ordinary that can be

done in a class. Many of them are not games at all, but situations

and problems that involva and interest students. Few are physical.

Many require more-time than the tenminutes usually allotted to

review or class-end'activities. Generally speaking, though, the

more time it takes to complete one of the longer exercises-, the

more language skills it demands of those-participating. The

development of those can be worth the extra minutes.

WHEN TO-PLAY
Any time the students have sufficientlylearned a mass -fmate

thst Makes -a game possijble,. This entails careful attention tothe

language level needed for the game.sne4ontrorof the actual con-

tent of the game. Keep a list or a,file of the content of each

game. A game can always be replayed, and as the students became

more proficient, the, geme.can be expanded to incorpoate their new-
.)

knowledge and reMaima challenge.

HOW TO PLAY
Set out the rules before beg -caning anygame. There should be two

k-inds'of rule. The first is genal'alclass behavior. If students

violate the standards {of quiet proof respect tor the teacher end_

other students, the game is automatically over. The second in-

volves -the individual gamq. Each. competition must have a set of

rules by which to evaluate the correctness of an answer.

word, wet be.spelled.dorrectly or a sentence. 1009E grammatical,

-0-4n nothing should, affect that requirement. Point Acquisition,

-tithe limits. for answers, cheating penalties cannot be changed in

the middlof the game. Students don't appreciate or abide by rules

they feel are arbitrarily imPosed or indoraistent in application.

Do not use vocabulary
exp'bsed to unless that
leads to confusion, f
of interest, and for

or structures. that the. students have not been,

is the specific purpose'of the game. It

ustration, and a feeling of unfairness,.loss

he teacher, loss of control of the'classk4

Quit, the game before he students do. If a. gime J.,; played too lc
be t:

or too Often, studente lose interest and the game ceasesto

productive experienoei Other games will so suffer. .
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GAMES FOUND IN THIS CHAPTER

This chapter contains a list of games and explanationsof, how to

play them. Itnja divided into sections on Pronunolation,Grammar,
Vocabulary, Writinn, Discussion, Questions, end Direction's,. The

games in each section are not limited to the ;'unction of hat sec-

tion. The gaml-s serve a variety of skills, and can be adapted to

fit other skill areas.

PRONUNEIATIO
Sound Groups
Telephone
Name That Sound
Gq,,pd Luck

CDcentration
Tongue Twisters
Silent
Tic-Tac-Toe

GRAMMAR
Make-Do
ConcentratOn
Scrambled Phrases
Scrambled Sentences
Scrambler! Stories
Teapot
Sitipon Says

VOCABULARY
Password
fic-Tac-Toe
Bingo
Find It!
This Is My Foot
Fast Thinking
Guggenheim
Buzz
Alphabet Soup/
Head To 'WI /
Concentr3tion'
Scrambisd Words
Think
Pyramid

READING
The Terrible Temper-Technique

.WRITING
The Egg
Sequence That Story

DISCUSSION
Alibi
Dear Abby

QUESTIONS
Twenty_Questkons
What Would YOU Do If..
Interview
Memory

DIRECTInNS
The- Sox

Right Ti Left
Box Line-Up
Ugh!
Airport





PRONUNCIATION GAMES

SOUND GROUPS (non-competitive)
Write a number f words on the board in random order. Divide
studepto into groups of three to five. Each group of"students
ust group the words according to similarity of sound. Tell the
lass beforehand how many sound groups are present on the board.
The game works well with anywhere from two wounds present to five
sounds present. As students get more sophisticated, eliminate
the step of telling them how many sounds are represented. Always
keep the number of words in each group equal.

Leave ten minutes'for the game. Then choose one group of students
and ask them to write'the groups of words on the blackboard. The

whole class can look and correct Or question. This'Igame should

not be done in a class until all the sounds have been taught.
Then the game can serve as a plod review. (With small classes -
under twenty - make card piles for each group, so students can
handle the words and move them around more

example:

then am :L. aid knit these

said. laughNJ table sick feel

Where fat Lathe' his reed
many. math train live gasoline
head pass game thin knee

TELEPHUNE
Divide the class into teams of around ten. Ons member from each
team goes out of the room with the teacher. Whisper one word to
each student. It can be the same Word to all, the students, or words
of a niiniimal pair, like at and hat. Everyone returns to the room
together, and on the word "GOI" each'student races to his team and
whispers the word to the last student in line, who must then whisper
it to the next person in line and so on in a chain until the word
reaches the first student. - He must race to thie board and write the
word. The team that writes its wOTU firstr correctly and with
correct spelling, gets a point.
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NAME THAT SOUND
(non-competitive)

Make several cards with a different word on'each. The wards should

contain pronunciation problems worked 6n in class.
Pass the cards

around the class until several students have one. Write on the

board the phonetic symbols yepresented, with a number
under each.'

Explain to the students that each symbol represents a possible sound

they will hear. If they hear a sound,_ they are to'call out the

number written ender it. Without showing the card to anyone, each

student must reed his word with correct pronunciation. The other

stlidents then reSpond by (Aving the number of the sound
they have

,heard.- ,If%the student has said the word correctly, his classmates

will choose the correct Symbol. If the class is very large, make

the game competitive by dividing the class into teams and have

students drew bards from n hat. Each correct word gives the team

one point.

GOOD LUCK (non-competitive)

Bring to class several objects or pictures of objects that
,students

are familiar with. Each two objects should represent a minimal pair,

like pla and pen, or mutt and met. Choose one kind of question,

like 1Where is it?" or "What color is it?" or "Which iWmore ex-

pensive?" Place all the pictures or objects clearly in view of the

class. Then ask .a series of questionsabout them. Students' abil-

ity to distinguish between sounds will be shown by their.anowers.

For example, to the question "What color is the pen?", if' they

answer "red", they have recognized the object by the pronunciation.

If the class is divided into teams, each correct answer gets a

point. For.variety, have students ask the questions.
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CONCENTRATION
Make a game of 24 to 2 cards (12 or 13 pairs). Tape them on

the board With the numbered face showing. The tape should be

attached to the tbp of,the card, so it can beflipped easily to

show the-answer. The cards themselves should be attached upsicth-

down no they can be read when Flipped.

Divide the cle,ssinto three teams. Each team has a chance to match

two cards. They call out two numbers and the teacher flipsthem.

If there is no, match, replace the cards and proceedto the second

team. If there is a match, reMove the cards, mark apoint for the'

team, and the same team gets to try again for a newmatch.

Rhyme

late - eight
sore - four
free - sea
hair there
tun - son
spend.- friend
sew no
red - dead
cry - I
wait - hate
brew - through
how - bough
kite - right
etc.

Sane Vowel Sounds

then - press
trim - sit
sat - laugh
peach - receive
put - good
door - more
rhyme - bike
thin - symbol
cot - father
knit - kill
say 9 weight
game - rain
etc.



TON WE TWISTERS (noncompetitive)
These can be used as spice 4t the end of a pronunciation leson

teaching the sound or sounds present in the tongue 'twister.

Tim, the thin twin tinsmith,

She says she sew a sheet.

What kind of. noise
A noisy noise,enno

S

nnoys an eye_e-7
en oyster.

sells seashells by the seashore.

Six slimy snakes slithered slowly southward to the sea_

Wood said he would carry the wood through the wood,

And if Wood said he would, Wood would.

Rubber baby- buggy bumpers.

-Peter Piper picked' e peck of pickled pepp
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled. p
how many pickled [Jeppere did Peter Piper

1

Betty Batter boughts bit of better butter.

rs;

ppex'a,
he pepper picker pick?

1 slit a sheet, a sheet I silt,
Upon a slitted sheet I sit.

How much wood would woodchuck chuck
if a wooddhuck could chuck wood?
A woodchuck would'ohuck as much as he could,

''if a woodchuck could chuck wood.
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siLEmr F
Divide/the class into pairs, Each student takes a piece of paper
and a pencil. Hand Out to one member of each pair a list of words.
Each student with a iiIt reads that list word by word .-totheCother
4tudent, who writes down what he hears. The words should be un-
familiar to the class, no that only the phonological'ruidaitelI
theHreader haw the word should be read and the writer how the word
fthouad be written. Then the students compare the written net With
the list given out by the teacher. If the words are the same, then
the student reading has applied the,derrept phonological'rules to__
the pronunciation of that word, eidtl*student listening has ap-,
Plied the same rules for hearing Ind writing what he hears. if

there are incorrect words, the ,students should be able to repeat
the word and discuss together laila't would make the pronunciation
and writing reflect the same rules. When a pair haa finished one c
list of words, hand Out the secant list. The process le reversed.
The atudent who read the firsti.list now practices his ability to
hear and write what he hears, and the student that wrote gets to
practice his pronunciation.

example:

L T 1

grim
theme
rote-

cruddy
hoping
tipped
wadded
pane
blithe
fluke
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LIST 2

mop
sate
dupe.

runic
ban
moped
waded
pope
kite
lit
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TIC .TAC-TOE
Put a group of sixteen Pares on the'board, four across, four downs

Each card has on it a word that contains o pronunciation problem.

Students try to make tic-tec.-toe by pronouncing words correctly in

a line across, down, or dlagonally. Each team has a chance to say..

one word when its turn arrives. If the word is pronounced correctly,

then the stfuare
iimarked with the name or symbol of that teem.

If the word is mispronounced, then the word becomes the 'property

of the opposing team and the square is marked with their symbol.

The class can be divided into two teems, or more if there are many

students. (The teems can rotate on a round robin system with the

winners playing the next teem.) The teacher, not the students, is

the arbiter of correct pronunciation.

example:

objects

measure
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GRAMMAR GAMES

MAIAE-DD (non-competitive)
Write e'list of, words on the board or, on small cards. Divide the
class into small work groups offour or five people. Ask them to
separate the words into two groups: all the words that are used
with "make," and all the words that are used with "Os," They
should write "do" or "make" on the top of a piece ofpaper and
list tfle'appropriete wards underneath. If the words are on cards,
each group should get a complete set of cards,,the same ones that
the other groups use. During the exercise, circulate, to find out
what. Orbglens or questions the students are having. At the end,
let one group write the list on the blackboard, or let all the
students gather around one group of cards. Then as words are
written, all the students can discuss what is right and what is
not, and make the decisions themselves, according to what they
have learned

MARE -DO

MAKE DO

a left turn
furniture
a request
the salad

'mistakes
the bed
a speech
clothes,
a living
jewelry
lunch
a joke
money

the dishes
without
the right thing
your best
tht laundry
good
your homework
a' job

ei,favor

the cooking
a painting

_ an article'
your share

INFINITIVEGERUND

TO EAT EATING

decide
want
need
lecTned
expect
forgot
promised
wished
begged

enjoy
keep on
finish
avoid
consider'
_can't help
missed
denied
escaped

Other ideas:
FOR-SINCE ten years, four hours, January, yesterday, a long time
HOW MUCH-tIOW MANY time, hours, money, dollars, soap, cheese,

Cars of soap, slices. of cheese, milk, gldsses of milk
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CONCENTRATION
Make a game of 24 t 26 cards, 12 or 13 pairs. Attach them to

the blackboard so tRif they form,a/rectangle, the same numbe,

across io all the rows going down.' Attach tape to the bottom of

the cards. When they are put on the blackboard, the face of the

cards will be against the board so the students cannot see theM.

Attach the cards with the tape at the top, so the cards
will be -

dpside-down. When they ore flipped to show the words, the words

will be right-side up.

The class is divided into three teams that take turns picking two

cards, trying tolematch a pair of words. If the team makes a match,

they receive a!Aeoint and the cards are removed. If the team doesn't

receive a match, the cardsare dropped again and the turn moves to

the next team. To facilitate the calling of two cords, number the

cards once they are on the board, so students can call out the

numbers of the cards they wish to select.

PRESENT/PAST PARTICIPLE TWO WORD VERBS

fly-flown
buy-bought
choose-chosen
do-dona
eat-eaten
go-gone
sleep - slept

give-given
write-written
blow-blown
take-taken
wear-worn
throw-thrown
speak-spoken
begin-begun
drink-drunk
be- -been

1 put out - extinguish
get to-arrive at
go.out-cease burning
call off-cancel
put off-postpone
keep on-continue
count ondepend on
throw away-discard
give back-return
take off-leave
pass out-faint
hand out-distribute
show off-display
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SCRAMBLED PHRASES (non-competitive)
Write on the black card a series of short phrases with the words
mixed up. Students work alone or in groups to find the correct

--r--word order.

example.
lloon red big

m n'old little
_woman young pretty
,thhoes,old my
.,,books'some new

SCRAMBLED SENTENCES (non-competitive)
Write'on the blackboard, or hand out cards, one word to a card,
several sentences with:mixed word order. The sentences should
all concern the same grammar point. Students work in small groups
to determine correct word order. If the sentenced are on cards,
when students have finished witftone sentence, they can trade-
card sets and work 'on another, or each tan have more than one
sentence apidce. Then they have finished the sentences,the
students can arculateandlook at. the ssntencea,the others have-"-
done,and discuss the problems they had with, the sentences.
Scrambled sentenced can be used for work of complex tenses, two-,
word verbs, modals, adverb or adverbial placement. As the sen-
tences get longer and more complex, the punctuation should be
included to give students an idea of where the sentence begins.
and ends. A capital and a period usually give all the informai;
tionstodents.need.

example:

-off. off He his took took plane shirt the. after
(two-word verb)

had' of to Plan the dreamed Russians going before for
Sputnik. the launched moon centuries (past perfect)

always Sundays gone .I church on ..,have to morning 11:00
at in the (present perfect, or adverb plaCement)
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SCRAMBLED STORIES
Each student receives a strip of paperwith a sentence on it. Al].

the sentences together meke,,up a story. The students must decide

together what order the story Agoe6 in. 'How they do this is up to '"

them. Set a time limit of around fifteenminutes for them to dis-

cover the order in which the sentences,came in thp itort', At the

end of tPie fift6en minutes, whenthey have decided,the apse.

tends the story together, each 'student contributing his line in

sequence. The complete story can be written on the board as they

read, to see if they are right. There can be discussion if Wanted.

With shorter stories, the class can be divided into smaller groups.

example:

I stoppesi my and he asked me 0 de.

After I had left a small village, I began to drive to

the next town.

N.2ither of us spoke during the journey.

"As I soon learned, he was an American too.

'Except for these wordsi'1 do not know any French at all.

.Thad an amusing experience last year.

As soon. as he had gotten into the'car, I said good

morning.

As I was driving, I saw a young men hitchhiking.

I had almost reached the next town, when he said slowly

"Do you soak English?"
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TEAPOT,
This ts a guessing game. One student selects a verb, preferably
an active one. The other studente'take turns asking him questions
about the verb, using the verb substitute 'teapot' to replace the
'verb in the question. For example:

Do you teapot in the morning?
Can you teapot alone?
Are you tespotting now?
Do you teapot at home?
Do you teapot on a team?
Do you teapot on particular days?

The student who guesses the verb ge choose the next one;

SIMON SAYS
This is ageme cf "fallow the directionsif and qry if they are,
prefaced byJamoo says'." When the teacher prefaces a command

:with 'Simon says,' the students obey the command. if the teacher
doesn't say 'Simon says,' the- students do not do the action.
Those that do are out of the game end have to sit down. The last
player to remain, standing wins. Do the action while saying the
command. Then, students who are not alert will continue to6follow_
the movements without realizing that 'Simon sE'ys' has been dropped.
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VOCABULARY GAMES

PASSWORD
Divide the class into teems. 'One student from each team leaves

the roam, and then a word is written on the board Bo the teams

can see it. The students return to the roomafter the'word has

been erased, and stand facing their teems. The first member of

Team One gives a synonym'(one word) of the word From theboard,

e.g., if the word were banana, he might say "fruit." The student

from his team has ten escaids to guess the word. If his guess is

not correct, move to Team Two, where a member gives a second one -

word clue, e.g., 'flyellow,"
andthe.student from that team hes an

opportunity, to guess. If he misses, move to Teem Three, and then

to Teem One again, where the second member gets to give the clue.

When a teem guessep correctly, the three students go beck to

their seats and the winning teamgatu a point. Thenthe first

member of each team goesout and the game starts again.

TIC-TAC-TOE
Draw nine squares on th'e board and fill each space with a word

from the new vocabulary that the students have been studying.

Then cover the spaces with pieces of paper. Divide the class

into .teams. Each team in turn -sends a student to the board.

The student chooses a square, removes the paper, and then has

fifteen seconds to make up a sentence using the vocabulary_ word.-

If the sentence is not correct in every detail, the other team

gets the square. If it is correct, the teeth gets its mark in

the square. The game continues until one team gets Tic -Tec-Toe.

BINGO
Each student makes a foul%by four grid an a piece of paper, so

he -.has sixteen boxes to fill. Then the teacher'names a category,

gg.i fruit, or liquids, or school supplies. The students fill

in es'many of the boxes as they canwith words they know in that

category. Only ane ward is permitted per box. After the students

finish filling in their boxes, the teacher reads a master list of

words inthe category. As 'soon as a student gets a line, across,_

down, or diagonally on his grid, he cails "Bingo!" _,Then the

teacher..names a different category, and- he students play again-
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FIND rri
Di Vide the telackbaard in half. 1112ite in each Half ee Erie's of
numbers, 4n raredbrn order. The numbers on both sidps shauldbe
the ease. .'the aims is divided Onto terns, Each team stem do
in ea' Line ire f'orrt of JAB auction or trio blackboard. -One m ember
stands with the cliaik in hishenii flitting the taria Call out es-
numtaer;--tihs---students immediately -turn around and try to locate
that numb ter on this blackboard in -their section. The teammates
can help thy calling out advice. in English. AB score as one
student ?Inds the %mbar, read anotheer nunte2 rrorn a list p2e
pared in Advance, so the game moves quickly. The students Os
find the murobers 'xr them out immediately she run to the net
student in' heir Aeon, passing thohalk for him to find th
new numb al,.

The board can be rii.i ide'd into the or four e=tions Be well,

THIS E roar
,Divide th =e Maas in half end let onLy one half play at a. time.
The maxim m, nurnbez.of plavere is About tWentN .The'ltudents get
in a cirpae; CIF student is IT and stands in the middle.. IT
goes up one student ,and points to a part of his trod9 or en
exticle fraita 4othing end says, "Thie is rnv = . ri

Whet he poirits to, and whet he !says should be different, Foa,
exerrepl Abe --may-poin t to- his nose sh-d-eay 6- is my -foot
The studemt addressed fnustirnmedistaly do the reverse, point
to his foot and any, "This is my nos-e Rny player who makes
a mistake becomes

FAST THINCIUG
Eine st udsnt carries to the f ont of the room and thinks of a Lord.

-He phosses ea student from the' clams, says his acrid, and quickly
counts -to ten. the other student hes to think of one sword -for
Egon letter in the test ward. Keep the number of letters-per,
mitt ed in a teat ward, to three or fib ur If -the stud ent misses g
he takes -the. pi st e et the front of t he class. If he doe net
missy, the first tud ent 'stay 0.

example:
t Cat ward:
student: dumb , over, get
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EMPENHEIM
Each student rnekee a rectangle five squares across and four

aquaria down. .DoWn the side write four different-categories,

like frUltal countries, capitals, or erticlea or clothing.

kOreas-the top write-a-flife-letter_wprd,_one
that hes no repeat-.

ing letters; one letter goes above each of the box colUmns.

Students ore given five minutei to fill in the squares.
There

may be blanks that cannot be filled. One word goes in each

equare. The word must be part of the category end start with

the letter represente5 at the head of the ,column. To scare,

have etudente read their words for a particuleir ewers. If the

word ib correct, it counts five: points. If no one else in the

class has used that word, it counts ten points. If there is no

word or the word written is wrong,'it is a zero. The student

with the mast points wine.,.

BUZZ
The simple form is to hove the students .count in order. For

every occurrence-of 7 or a number that to a multiple of 7 (21,

49, 63) or that has the number 7 in it (27, 67, 72),,the student

Whose turn it is says,"Owzit" in the plebe of the numbera A.

student who misses sits down and no Linger plays. The genie

begins again from zero. Stop the game at 100, or-before.

ALEIHABET SOUP
Divide the class into two or three teems. Make$23 cardeWith

one letter of'' the alphabet on each card, except 'y'., end

'z'. Make a second series:of cards with,one,number to a card,

until the-number equals the number of students in: the class.

Selects number and a letter'etrandom. The student .who hears

his number star* and recites as many woda as he can think of

that begin with that letter, in tenleconde. Each'werd counts

ens point.

HEAD TO TAXI..
One student days a word and spell

must think of a word that begins

previous word.

it. The next student in line
th the lest letter of the
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CONCENTRATION
Far the directions, see Concentra-

example0:1.

COUNTRI ES/LANGUAGES

Iran 3 Forst:.
Japan - Japanese
Italy Italian
Chins .-.Ohineae
Syria - Arabic'
USSR s Russian
8razi1 - Portuguese
TurIcey - Turkish
Kenya - Swahili.
Austria - German
Ponce -.French
Indie - Hindi
Australia - English

IDIOMS

art the Crammer Games*

SYNONYMS

gi present
road street
much - e,lot of
middle - center
glad - happy
beneath - under
attempt - try
enough - sufficient
large - huge
awful - terrible
few - a little
like e en.RIV
Tight 7 correct-
sure - certain

on-edge - nervous, updet
an far - until now
watch' one's step - be careful
cans to the point - be precise
in fact - actually ,

draw thedine - refuse to go beyond
a certain point

for good - permanently
once in a while - occasionally
all of a sudden - suddenly
over end over - again end again
lose track of - lose contact with
on hand - available
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young - old
hot 0 cold
pesos - war
ugly - handsome
wide - narrow
sad 0 happy
push - pull
bettor .-unirse
begin - end
lova - hate
bring take,

in out
cone '-6g0
good bad
sober - drunk



SCRAMBLED WORDS
(non competitive)

Write a list of ten to twenty words on the board,the,letters

scrambled. Give otodenta_tan minutes to unscramble the words0..

At the end of ten minutear'studente read their answersand write

thrpossible combinstions---onthe_b/ackOderth
Word Scramble Two

is a longer exerCias, as the are around sixty words that.can

be made from each.

WORD SCRAMBLE 1
1. pecm
2. Alek
3. plea
4. sirt
5. dere
6. neop

pleh
B. OCEM
9. dare

10. elki

RD SCRAMBLE 1, TOO7

* :seine (came, niece)

2;'. Sits (star, rats)
3t, battle,(tablet)
4. bowl (blow)
5. flow (wolf)
G. earth (heart)

-lamp (palm)
horse (shore)

9. nerve (never)

10. least (steal, tales, stale)

WORD SCRAMBLE
many words. can you make?

BIRTHDAY
(INDEPENDENCE)
(HEADMASTER)
(HAPPY NEW YEAR)

How

TH N
On a tray, pUt, bout fifteen objects for which students have

iesrned English name, and take the tray around the, room.

StUrents'are 011014E4 one minute for observation,
Than they must

write down from memory 1.11e names of as-fteny objects as they can

remembar,

Adaptations,
Show a collage OF photographs of objects.

Show a series of'. drawings.
Let students volunteer to list orally what they remember,

Show =a list of fifteen words; set a time limit; ask-students

: write the words in order.



PYRAMID
This gem gets its name from a television gsmE show. Prepare
several sets of cards. Cobh set contains nine cards. -rach cord
hes a different category, and the six words on the card pertain
to' that category in some way. Divide the class into "three teams.
lritre the_nine_tategories on the board,-butkeepthacards._ Set
a time limit, one minute, for each team, to guess all the words in
the category it chooses. Each word can the list is worth one point,
so whether the teem finishes guessing ell, six words or not, it
will get the points far the words it doesguess. Teem One selects
a category from the list on the board. One student from that team
goes,to the front of the class and gets the card with the list efb,
words to his team, using,any means at his disposal: description,
gestures, props (no drawing), but he cannot use the word itself
in the explanation. At the and of one minute, stop the student,
give the points won, and continue to learn Two. This game is very
fast moving, and depends on briskness for maximumsuccess.

example:

Ca egor Verbs

see

'speak

stand

t

shake

stop

ing With "Su
0

I use eyes to

I can English.

When l comprehend something, I under

.Stand up and down.

When you meet swmeone, you .hands.

Donrt g

3
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PYRAMID corqinued)
. ---

Suggestions far' ategories:

Things in a C19ss: biaokboe d, students, books,, pens,

oeiiing

-Thin in a Tarrsn Movie: vine, safari, jungle, ane, lion,

monkey

Things That Are Round: fo than doughnut, plate, Earth, aspirin,.

army

Things To Est: harnuuxger, onions, sundae, coke, ice cream, bread

Things in a -Store: sharp , Colgate, cigar

Things That Are Green: t grass, lettuce, money, peas, envy

Groups :. party, Gong se band, tribe, herd, tempede

Things That Are Hot: pepp ra, the sun, an even, curry, fire, an iron

Whera Women Gather: market, kitchen, garden, store, maternity ward,

p, beer espir

beauty slop

Things Thu See Through: Window, came peri cope,- keyhole, glasses,

a lie.

Verbs Thet Have To Do With Animals: feed, ride, hooi b

tame
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READING GAMES

THETERRIOLEIEMPERhItCHNIQUE
One student ie,chosen as narrator, and five others as the charaCters
in the,paasage. Each student. picks a gesture to indicate his char-
acter each time the character is w4ntioned in the:story4 Then
divide the class. nto five groups, for each character in the
passage* Each group iteesponsible. 'k'Cir making the sound ffects
each time its charsote00 mentioned. The stories usually haVe to
by tbOught up by the tpither or by a grou6 of native speakers who
enjoy inventing storiea tdgether.

xamilge: THE KING WITH THE TERRIBLE TEMPER

CHARACTERS
The king with the terrible temper
The ahoit fat daughter
The tell thin daughter
The beautiful young daughter
The handsome young prinre
The 'fiery steed
.(Everyone takes the part of

the fiery steed)

SOUNDS
Grrrrrrrrrrrr
Ohhhhhhhhhhhh
uihistle)
Hubba-HubCg
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh-
(pet knees)

There once was a 14ING UITH-A TERRIBLE TEMPER.. He lived
in ha kingdom with.his thiee dsughters,,,e.SHORT FAT
DAUGHTER;-,8-1AL-CTHIN bilublAtti, and a EitAtitikit. YOUNG
DAUGHTER.

In svnearby country theip rived a HANDSOME E.
-One bright Spring daythis HANDSOME YOUNG PRINCE rode
his-FIERY'STEED to the castle of the KING WITH THE
TERR1OLE TEMPER. Said the HANDSOME YOUNG PRINCE to the ,

- KING OITH THE TERRIBLE TEMPER; "I havecome to seek a
wife from among your 'three deughtets."
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WRITING GAMES

THE EGG (non-competitive)

Divide. students into. groups of three. Each group selects an

object that has at-least thre_ sepeirste parts. An egg, for in-

stEince, has a yolk, an egg,white, and S shell. A watch,has s band,'

a fade, and hands., Each member of the teemchooses one part of
that Object eindthenbY himself writes a paragraph describing that
object in either the first- parmin ("I srrismall. I BM the shape of

the son... ") or in the third parson ("It.is small. It is in the

shape of .the sun..."). "The hole selection and writing process
should-take about ten minute. After everyone has finished, the

first' team of three reads their paragraphs. The rest of the class

tried to Oess what their object'is.

SEQUENCE THAT-STORY (non-competitive),,..
. -

Draw or bring individual pictures of a story. The pidturee,should
follow one another logically, so when arranged the story line can

be guessed. Mix up the pictures, and ask the students to decide
what order they think the. pictures come in and write a story from
the sequence they decide is correct. The students can work in

small groups. After.fiftaan minutes, ask the groups to readtheir
stories, then snalyie what clues led them to the conclusions that
they made.,



DISCU 1DiV GAMES

ALIBI , . (non-competitive)
An unknown v6rime id committed,_ and two student 'suspects' go out-
of the oleo's together to plan their alibi.',,They have to-think of
all the things they did during the two hours of the night that, the,
crime was :committed, and all the details about-esch activity that
they can imagine. When they haVe finished reviewing their-activi-
ties together,-.ONE.of them returns to the cleeisrbon. The other
stays outside.of the class where he cannot hear the qua9tions being

-asked,or the answers given.' The class acts as the grand Jury.
_Yowl ask the first student about ell the activittina hewas doing
during the time of the crime: what he did, with whom, how he got
therei whp else was seen, where,he -ateo what he ate, whet his
friend ate, if his friend put. pelt on his food. He has to answer
103aet he can, without the help of the other student.- Then,

Whee_the. elass has finished questioning him, the second student
Ames in. The plebs asks him the same questions. -If the enswers,
are relatively similer,.they are innocent. If the answers are

tremely different, they are guilty.

DEAR ABS (hon-competitive)
Collect some Deer Abby columns, or make up a few letters_to_Dper
Abby. Give the letters to the cless,se a text, without the re'.;
Hloohass.- After reading the letter, discuss what kind of person
the students think wrote the litter, if' the writer-seemed seri-

-7------owsly-ocincernedv:end-if-the-stuxienta-would-be,equelly-ooncerned_:---
by the subject. .Then ask them to write a response to the_Dear
Abby letter, advicethet they think would ameliorate?' any critical
aktuation of this sort. After colleCting thelesponses, discuss
the cultural qualities that make this kindof.letter possible. -

Would the students ever write to a newspaper for help? How would
theirbrobleabe different? What kind of problems might they
ask a obiumniat-ebout? Ask- them to write letters to Desr-Abby
(Fatinm, Demtio) about a_'problem.' After they have written
the letters, have them exchange thi letters Wong themselves.
Each '=student theil writes a response to the letter he bas received.,
This exercise can go on for three to four Cless'seseions.
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QUESTION GAMES

TWENTY,QUESTIONS
One efiidentchooses a well-known person, and the class takes

turns

asking questions, yes/no or WH-questions, to find out who heis.

The student who guesses correctly gets to choose the next person,

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF...
Divide the class into two or four t

questions with "What would you do i

"I would..." Collect the alips,.pu
results., Some variations are:

me. Have half the class write
.01" and the other half write
them in two hats, and reed the

"How do you... "

"What do you..ew h

"Why do you... ?"

"By..."
"I...,"
"Because...

INTERVIEW
One student bedomes a
asks him questions for
must 'report -back' who

responded.'

(non - competitive)

mous personality. The rest of the class

the local newspaper. Then'the students
they asked, and what the famous person

MEMORY
class into two teems. Give esch,team some pictures,

the same number for each taam. Four or five students-from each

teem are responsible for a picture,_ one picture to a group.. Give

the groups five minutes to study the pictures in detail. ,At the

end of five minutes, collect the pictUres and give them to the

other teem. The teams take turns asking the other teams questions

about their :pictures. if one teem can stump, the'other, they get s

point. Limit the numbeillf Oestions-to between five and ten per

JActue. Only one picture gets .tested at a times ExamOles_of the

kinds of questions thit can be asked are

What was on the sink?'
Whet was reflected in the,mirror?

Did the man have,a ring on7

.Was there a book in the picture?
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0iRECTION GAMES ,

THE BOX (non-competitive)
Make a box with nine squares, three across and three down. Teach
the meanings of upper, lower, middle, center; left, and right.
Ask the students which boxes ere theLoper left one, thelower
left, the middle box, etc. They can put a number (one)n the

_ upper left box, a 'two' in the upper middle box, etc. Then erase
the box on the board and begin to give directions: "Putithe word
'button' in the lower left box." compere results.

RIGHT TO LEFT (non-competitive)
Make a series of columns in-e row on 'the board. Teach far right,far
'second-from,the-ri ht,,tworbeck from the . _center_, etc. The next
day ask them to take a piece.of paper and makea series of boxes
in a rowHOrizontelly. Be sure to give the specific number tif'
boxes-to make,. Then give directions:. "Put the letter 'f in the
'box'on-the far left."

BOX LINE dlph-, (non-comp t ve).
Give nine students each a different place ("you're second fromthe
left," "you're next to last"). The other students should not hear
the place of any student. Then,,Without'tslking, the students
Must line up'in Order. How they determine,thet Order without the
spoken or written word is up to there.

UGHI

Make- a set of blocks, out of wood or cardboerd.tTheblocks should
be large enough for the whole ciaed to 'see.; Each pair of blocks
has the'aeme,ehape and no two peiis nave thesame shape. The
shapes- should be odd and difficult to describe. The color should
be uniform. Choose two students from the class and Nest themback
.to beck in front of the class'Whare they are clearly
Give each student one half of each pair, so theY'beveexactly
the same blocks in number and shape. Ohe student can talk. The
other atudent,cannot. The talking student mekes a-construction,
explaining to'the other Whet he is doing. ;1he other :student

-follows these directions, doing the same thing'hiMeelf.- When
they finish, -they compare results. Ughl.

(non-compe
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AIRPORT (noncompetitive)
There _has been a terrible storm.. The airport is shroudedin fog

and a wind has blown large end dangerous piecesOf-debiis all aver,

the runway. An airplane radios that it wants to lend but can see
nothing, so the control tower must guide Op plane tothe, ground

Blindfold ene studenttAll the!other students line up intwo rower
facing each other, about ten feet apart. They are the 'runway. -'-_--

Choose several students to get into the middle indifferent places

and become 'debris' in the pathof the oncoming''plane.' The-blind
folded student is then put at one endef the 'runway' with a second
studentwho must guide him by giving directions orally around all

the debris, without touching theM. When one 'control tower' has
guided one 'plane' successfully down. the runway, changethe two

students, and 'let the 'debris' shift around to present adifferent

hazardous course.
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COMPARIS ON OF FOUR PHONETIC ALPHABETS

Consonants (Symbol3 0110W the I.PA.I.P.A. exce +ions are Lnci is ted
-Sounds Re

/1-11

boy

pay

way

whey

vee

fee

thee

thigh

-entat on Native L
,4)

Word
Exam les

new n /
dew, / d /
too. / /

Lou /

ZOO

Sue S

YOU /j /
rue r
measure / 3 /
show /f

'/(1.3,/
chop -/tfl /
bad /u
bpi. /9 /
back k /

/ 6 /

/fiw /

/4h/

/y /

1) International Phonetic Alphabet
2) Trager-Smith System
3) Sound syatem from Merriam-Webstef dictionary.
4) To mark potential pronunciation difficulties, it may be helpful

to indicate a sound already- present in the itudental

language background.-



Vowels

Sounds

AIL vo-eL sounds in each system are re,preserkeii)

.0
Representetione

S.

Native Language(e)?
or_

ExamplesDirt. CLAD

.beat

bit

bait

'bet

bat

Out

alone

/L/
/ I /
/e /

/ E/
/ft/
/A /

'/a/

/ y/

/ /

/ay /
/ e /
,fl/

/a /

/a/

/ /

/ L /

/ /

/ e /

/a/

/a /-

/a/

/
/ I /

/ae/
/A/
/ /

boot / 11. / /1LW/ /ice/ / u-:/
put /u- / /i14 / u- /
boat / 0 / /ow/ / 6 / /ou./

bought / 3 / 3 / / 6 / / 0:/
father,

how

/a/
/Sw/

/ t, /'
/Ng /eft)/

/ /
/atL/

/ 0 /
/ au-/

I /aj / /ay / /I/ /a1/
boy /Di/ boy/ / /pi /

ear

eir

marry

father

/ix/
/er/
taerj
/ar/

ia/

fur /ar/ /arl
poor

/Lir/

/or/
/ar /

/LL

/au/

or

ere

hour

Presen
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EXAMPLES OF MINIMAL PAIRS-

Vow *
ity/

sheep Ship
leave live
Beet at
green 'grin

Ay/ dy

eat
see
week
creep

ate
say
wake
crepe,

ty/
meet
mean
seeks
beast

met
men
SEX
beat

it

kick
chin
give

ate
cake
chain
gave

big
live

sick
rib

ey,
ape
lake
rain
.come

bug
love
suck
rub

up
luLk
run
come

bag
ten
many
net

bug
ton
money
nut

ael
an
map,
cat
lack

/*/

on .

mop
cot
lock

* Tine SITIA

pick peck

did deed
sit set
knit net

big bag
it at
sit sat
zig zag

AkY/ AL/

Walt wet Snake snack
date debt ate . at

pain pen made
hate

mad
, hat

y/
taste toast
say so
break broke
wake woke

get got
step stop,

red rod
net not

AY/
SM
.sad .

dad
back

I'm'

side
died
bike

124

/eJ
dead
said
men
bed

10./

dad
sad
man
.bed

grab
swam
mad
cap

grub
swum
mud
cup

j
hug
cup
luck
nut

hog
cop
lock.

not



awe hour
shout

doubt
got

bowl
0 toge

0 zihoweqi

broOk
broke

totql
tai

vOWO Void

erW goy
bPah boy

cut coat
must most
come comb
but boat

/ow
hop hops
got goat
want ' won't
rod road'

h/ /oy/
all
jaw
ball ,

bald

oil

boil
boiled

toe
old
bold
cone

toy
oiled -

boiled
coin

oy/ /ay/
toy tie

boy buy

voice vice
alloy ally

0
3_25

gun gone
cut caught
pus boss

dug dog

/2/ /3/
oot
sod
are
took

caught
sawed
Or

talk

full fOol

pull pool
soot suit
could cooed

/ay/
mouse mice
tower tire
proud, pride
found find



aaal aaao 
uTz , uTo 
aT1 OT44 
lqaP q4EW' 

9Z1 

paaaq aqqoaaq 'UTS uTql 

,azep, 

aaPPaT 
/yap 

aTao 
aay.at 
Aao, 

asnow: 
nos 
lUTS 

onsu 
5uTO-, 

Auti41 

/P/ /9/ /5- 

daa den 

seta' 'sseT5 

adaad adeab 

>pep beg 

/et 
digs 

Ndeqs 
apeqs 
daaqs 

Pa= 

RV- t 

)iunqd NunF 

aaaqo aaar 

aNdqo allor 

uTqo ut5 

peaa 
loaaapo 
aeaq 
1145Ta 

peat 

40 TT00 
-mg 
PATT 

dA5 

auC 
apar 
daac 

solar abem 
wept war 

gaA Zar 

asn 
aoTnrY 

lir/ 

siege asaaqa 
qsam qozem 
gala 140;0Q 

daaqs dea00 

paeocidno 

gars 

qsaq 
qesq 

pIciaa 
Anq 

qaa 

= 

aTc1 

/q/ 1,4/ 

SIUBLIDeUO3 



GLOSSARY OF.GRAMMATICAL TERMS

Absolute - A word Or phrase which modifies the sentenceas
Construction a whole, not any, single element in it.

The -game over, the players left the 'field.
The cattle havin been branded, the cowboys
(paddled up and rode

Active - See Voice.

Adjective -- A word which- modifies a noun or a :pronoun.

Adjective
Clause

Adjective,
Phrase

The old men walked across thet narrow street.

- A dependent clause serving eh adjective function.
See Relative Clause.

The woman who performed lives hex. t door to me.

- A word or a group of words that functions es an
adjective.

dull, pxceedingl1 dull, 22atpEitin,
the men who are dull

Adverb - A word which modifies a verb, an adjective, ar
another adverb.

Adverbial

The'car moved slowly in the ver heavy traffic.

=,A word or a group of words which function as adverbs.

He works in a large university.
It rained very hard.
ReH was happy when his friend arrived._ _

AdVerbial - A dependent clause Serving an adverb function.
Clause- COmmon adverbial-clauses include:

-comparison (a as...than)

can't -run as fast as I used to.

-concession (though, although, even

had a good time,

-condition - See Conditional Sentences.
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Adverbial
Clause
(cent'd-)

!'-

Agreement

- purpose (ad es tc, in order to; so that,
that)in orde

We ore going to France o learn French.

-reason (because, es,_since...

They- turned on the lights because kt_ was_too
dark.

- result (so...that, such...that)

He Spoke so fast thet_no one-understood. a
thin.

-time (when, as, -while, until,-as soon es...

As soon as he lit his cigar, people began
leave the-room.

- Correspondence between grammatically related ale -

rents. Agreement in number and person between a
subject _and its verb. (The children play. The

child p-lava.) Agreement in gender, number and
person between a pronoun and its antecedent.
-(The. gly=1: washed her face.)

Antecedent 7 TheWozd to which a 'pronoun refers..

Aunt Mar fainted when she heard the news.

Appositive - A word;-phrase, or clause.used as a noun and
plated next to another noun to.modify it.

Article

Auxiliary

Case

George Washington, the president, slept here.

- A and an are indefinite articles. The is the

definite article.-

- Functional verbs which help otherverbs indicate
tense, mood, or voice (be, do, have, ap). Modal

auxiliaries(can, miaht, must, should, etc.)
serve also as structural signals and have a mean-
ing of their own (ability, obligation, possibility).

- English has remnants of three cases: subjective,

possessive, and objctive. Nouns ere inflected
for case in the possessive (John's). Some pronouns
and the relative pronoun who are inflected
(subjective: 1, he she, we, they, who;
possessive: my (mine), your.(yours), his, her (hers),

its, our (ours), their (theirs), whose;
ctive: me, him, her, us, them, whom).
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Clause A group of words containing a subject and a

predicate. See Independent Clause and Dependent

Clause.

Collective - A noun singular in appearance which indicates a

Noun class or a group of persona or thin
(a committee of citizens, an army)

Comparative - The form of adjectives.and adverbs which is used

to indicate relative superiority. -

tall
important
slowly

taller
more important
more slowly

less tall.
less important
less elaw1V_

Complement 7 A word or group of words used to complete sfiredi-

cate. Predicate nominatives, predicate adjectiVes,
direct objects, and indirect objects are complements.

Compound
Sentence

Complex.
Sentence

Compound-
Complex
Sentence

- A sentence which combines two or more independent

clauses.

He whistled, and she worke

- A sentence which contains one or more dependent

clauses.

He whistled while he worked._'-!

A sentence which contains two OT more.independent

clauses and one or more dependent clauses..

Conditional Conditional sentences have two parts, thecondi-

Sentences tional clause and the main clauthe. There are

three types. .

1) Reel condition:,
If ou bother the cat it will scratch

2) Unreal, contrary -to -fact condition (present):

If I were ou I would kee_2 the m n
where would

'3) Unreal, contrary-to-fact condition (pest)1

If I had known ou were comin I would have

bakebNeua cP0.
If I_had_been Lincoln, I wouldn!t have gone

to the theater that night.
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Conjunction,

Connective

Conjunctive
Adverbs

Coordinating
.conjunctions

Correlative'
Conjunctions

Count-noun

Demonstrative
Adjectives
and Pronouns

Dependent'
(Subordinate)
Clause

Determiners

Diphthong

- A word used to connect sentences or sentence parts.
See also Coordinating Conjunctions, Subordinating
Conjunctions;

- See Conjunction.

- Adverbs used to relate two independent clauses
separated by a semicolon: then', consequently,
h owever, moreover, th e- reft re etc.

The simp conjunctions that connect sentences and
sentence parte of equal rank: and but, or, nor,
for,. yet, so.

- Pairs of conjunctions which join sentence parts :_
either...or, neither , ,...nor not only...b 'also,

both...and.

- A noun that can, be made plural usually adding

- Words used to point out someone or something:
this, that,, these, those.
tive determiners.

Also called demonstra-

- A group of words which contains both a subject and
a predicate but which does not stand alone as a
sentence. A dependent clause always serves a noun,.
adverb, or adjective function. See Noun Clause:,
Adjective Clause, Adverbial Clause, Relative Clause.

- A class of modifiers which includes articles .(a,an,
the), possessives (Tx, John's, his), demonstratives
(this, that) interrogatives (which, what), indefi-
nite (dome} -any), numeralt, and each, every.

- Two vowel sounds joined ,inJine syllable toforth -

one speech sound: out oil I

Di. sot Object - A noun pronoun, or other substantive which re-
leives the action of- the verb.

Jack climbed the beanstalk into the sky. I

Direct Speech - Repeats the soeskeris exact words, enclosing them
in quotation marks.

He said "I've loet=m umbrella.-
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Elliptical clause ini which. one or more words necessary for

- Clause the ,full subject-predicate structure are omitted
but "understood."

Expl

The manager admired no one else as nuc
(he admired) her.
"understood"

- The it or there which,aerveb to fill the subject
slot in it is -there is; and there tre sentences.

It is easy to understand.
There is a fly in my soup.

-
Finite Verb A verb in the present or past form. E.g., the

finite forms of the verb be are is, am, are,,was
and ware. The non-finite forms of be are be,
being, and been.

Function Words - Words which establish graMmstical relationships
within a sentence: articles, auxiliaries, con-'
junctions, prepositions, pronouns, determiliers,
intensifiers, interjections.

Future - I will work, etc.

Gender - The quality of nouns and pronouns that determines
a choice between masculine, feminine, orneuter
(In she, it),.

Gerund - See Verbal.

Idiom - 'An expression that does not conform to general
grammatical patterns but is established through
usage as the way of conveying a given meaning.

hold up, hold down, be beside oneself
kick the bucket

Indefinite - pronouns not pointing out a: particular person,

Pronouns thing, or definite quantity. SoMe, phy,:each,
every, everyone, everybody, pecala, anstne,
Anybody, one, neither, are among the' -most common.

Independent - A group of words which contains a subject and e

CleuSe predicate and which can Stand alone as_a sentence.

Indirect - A ward which indir

Abject- the verb.
tly receives the on of

The witch gave the- pretty girl e poisoned apple.
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Indirect
Speech

=

Infinitive

Inflection

Intensifier

Intensive
' Pronoun

- Paraphrases the speaker's words.

He said he had lost his umbrella.

- See Verbal.

- Changes in the
in grammatical
she's talkieg,

form of words to reflect changes
relationships: 'the cabins; he walks,

quickest.

Words that modify adjectives or adverbs and expreSs

degree: very beautiful, quite young, rather old

- A reflexive pronoun ending in - self, -selves and

used for emphasi

Interjection - A word used to exclaim or to express em ion:

ID Et, ouch. 1

Interrogative g Whp, whose, whom, what, which, `when used in

Pronouns questions.

`Intonation

Intransitive
Verb

LIfiking Verb

Mesh Noun
(Non-count
Noun)'

Modifier

Mood

Nominal

- The rising and falling

in speech.

the p ch of the voice

- A verb which hes no direct object.

The tide turned at noon. I

- A' verb which does not express action but-links,'
the subject to another word which names or describes

it. Be, become, seem, Beeler, look, are common
linking verb's.

- A noun that refers to a quantity and cannotebe pre-

ceded by a cardinal number- twe,- etc.):

sugar, milk, hunger.

- A word, phrase, or clause which liMit or deserib
other sentence elements or the sentence es a whole.

The- classification of verb forms as indicative

(plain or factualfp_ ctual I am reedy); 'imperative (--quest

. or command: 864eady at_six); and subjunctive
(hypothetical or \contrary to fact: I_ wiah_yow were.

ready).

-'Any structure that fehctions es a noun.
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Nominative
Case

Non-Restric
Relative
Clause

Noun

Noun Clause

'Noun Phrase

Number

See Cese,.subjective.

vex A clause,which provides further information not
essential to identification of the subject or

complement and is set off usually,with commas.

John JOnes, who spends a lot of money, has

many friends.

A word which names and classifies people, animals,

things, ideas.

,Thomas JefferSon
Paris

peoPre
committee

lemon religion alligator

worm -justice school

dependent clause serving a nominal fUnction.

Everyone agreed that the play_ was aauccesa. 1

- The element in the sentence which funct.innc so

subject, object, or complement.

Object of a
Preposition

Objective
Complement

Participle

Ports of
Speech

Passive

Past

1

- Choice of appropriate forms to indicate singular

or plural.

ompletes`the, ides of time, position, d

etc., begun by preposition.

at his desk

ection,

towards the door .. I

A.complement after the direct.object.thatprovides

another name for the object

it.

otherwise amplifies

They elected him president.
The war made many women widows.
Everyone believed him crszv.

- See Verbal.

- Noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb, conjunction,

interjection, preposition, article.

5de 'Voice.

- worked, etc.
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Phoneme

Perfect

Person

- A basic unit of sound i a language
/p/, /14/).-

I have worked, I:lied worked, will have worked,
etc.

- Choice of the appropriate forms to express the
person speaking (first person: I, we
second person: /211; thiid person: he).

Possessive - your, his, her, its, cur, their.
Adjectives r

Predicate - The verb in a clause (simple predicate) or the
verb and its modifiers, complements, and objects
(complete predicate).

Predicate
Adjective

- An adjective following
scribing the subject.

inking verb and de-

The flowers.lobk artificial.

Predicate - A word or group of words whibh follows a linking
' Nominative verb and identifies the subject.

This book is a best- sellid science-fiction
novel.

Preposition A connective-which joins a noun or a prOnoun to
the rest of the sentence. A prepositional phrase
may serve either an adverb or an adjective
function.

Present

Progressive - I am workin
(Continuous ) etc.-
Tense

adjective -lack is u master' 21:milpy._trades.

adverb The guide lead' us into the forest..

I work, etc.

`Pronouns

I was working, I have been working,

Words which. stand for nouns-, classifiqd a
personal (I, you, he, etc.)
possessive (My, his, mine, yoors)'
reflexive or intensive (myself, himself,

ourselves, etc.)
demonstrative (this,that, those, etc.)
relative (who, which, what, that,'whose)
interruetive (who, which,whatvetc.)-
indefinite .(one, anyone, everyone)
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Quantifiers - Words denoting haw mu h some,:any_, most,, few,

one, two, three, etc.)

'Reciprocal - Each other, one another.

Pronouns

Relative
Clause

Restrictive
Relative
Clause

Sentence

Simple
Sentence

tress

Substantive.

A dependent clause related to themain clause by

a relative pronoun.

The book that he recommended is on sale.

clause that contributes to the identification of

the noun It modifies, not separated by a comma

from that noun. See NonRestriotive Relative

Clause.

The man who called me yp was a coMpletestranger.

A,graMmaticelly complete unit of thought or ex-

pression, containing ,at least a-subject and a

predicate.

A sentence consisting of Only one independent

clause.

- Pronouncing a syllable or a word in such a way

that makes It more Prominent in a word or sentence

reapectively.
p

conductor-

See Nominal.

ILet's Tp.

Subject - A word or group of words about which the;sentence

or clause makes a statement.

Subjective
Complement

- See Predic

Subjurwtive - See Mood.

e NoMinet ve;',Predic e Adjective.

'Subordinating - Conjunctions which join sentence parts of unequal

Conjunctions rank. Usually they begin dependent clauses.

Some of the most common ones are.bacause, since,

thou h, although, if, when, while, before, after,

as, _until, so that,that as long as, as if 'whereif g

unless, as -soon as, whereas, in order that.



Supeilativ - The form of adjectives end edverba used to_

Synti

Tag

Tense

absolute superiority.

tall
important the most important -the least important,
slowly

the tallest the least tall

the most slowly the least slowly

- The rules of sentence formation.

lone Short yes/no questions added' to ststemen

It's a beautiful day,,iarOt it?
You haven't seen the film, have you?

- The system of verb forms expressing primarily
different relationships in time.

Tracnsitive - A verb which normally requires an object.
Verb

Monkeys lovellbananss. 1

Two-Word A combination of verb -and a preposition or an
Verbs adverb which fdrms a new vocabular0. item. Two-

pert verbs are classified ss'iptTensitive,,_
se srabl' andAlon-separable.

intransitive: John got -up early this morning.
separable: John calle_up hi.o wife from the

office.
John _calls, hid wife LE from the
office.

John calls her up,'from the office.
non7separable:Everyboay picks on fet.people.

Verb - A word or group of words expressing_ action,_be
Or. state of being.

I swallowed a fly.
What is ?
The table has been set.

-'A wordor phrase derived from a verb and used as a noun,
adjective,or en_adyerb. Verbals consist of in,.
finitives, q_erunds, dr participles.

infinitive: begins with
used

(samoti undefetood)
and is used es a noun, an adverb,

'or an adjective. - '

noun: To do such a.thinp would be disastrous.
_adverb: Many people jog to kee4pnysicelly fat.

adjective: I'm ready to testify, your Honor.

:Verbal
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Verbal
-(cant'd.

Voice'

- gerund: ends in Irlz and is used a noun.

elal/Z114111211ILla is a favori

pastime among children.

isle * ends in -ing, -ed
adjective.

I can't live without running_ water.

Accom anied b his faithful do Danie

nd is used as an

Consists of the main.verb and one ormore auxiliaries.

It isbeginning to rain.
It has been raining for a ion time.

Modern grammarians use the termverb,phre
indicate the verb and ail that goeswith it

'(predicate) or the verb and 'itsmodifiers.

The old man and the bby bed

book from the library.
The old man and the boy had_quiet1 taken the

book from-the library..

uietl taken the

- .A distinction in verb forms between active (the

subject is acting) and passive (the subject is

acted upon).

active: Elmer fed the chickens.

passive: The chickens were fed by Elmer.
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IRREGULAR'VERB5

Simple Peet Peat Participle

IRREGULAR VERB that do not change:

bet
bid
burst
cost
cut
hit
hurt'

let
put

quit
rid
set
shut
spread
wet

bet
bid
burst
cost
cut
hit
hurt
let
put
quit
rid
set

shut
spread
wet

bet
bid
burst
cost
cut
hit
hurt
let
put
quit
rid
set

shut
spread
wet,

IRREGULAR VERBS that change to D:

flee fled fled

have had had

hear heard heard

lay, laid laid

make made made

pay paid paid

say said said

sell sold sold

tell told told

IRREGULAR VERBS that change

bring brought brought

buy bought bought

catch caught caught

creep crept crept

deal dealt dealt

fight fought fought

feel felt felt

keep kept kept

kneel knelt knelt
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Past

ttE th ch nge,to I (con d.)

e
left left

1kras
lost lost

111%n
meant meant

seek
sought sought

skeeP
slept slept

.1:41e011

-4tsch

swept
taught.

swept
taught

'thought
wept-

thought
wept

GIJON v5R134
that change f

Q0- 4 %JOB

Q%t
Pell
IV

P atorg
Porg
Pree;e
get
give'
go
grow
hide

know
kie
kNide

bent
built
lent,
bent
spent

bent
built
lent
sent
Spent

hat change the PAST PARTICIPLE to N:

'mas/were
beet_-
bat
blew
broke
chose
did
'drew

drove
ate
fell
flew
forgot
forgave
froze
got
gave
went
grew
hid
knew
ley
rode
rose

139

been
beaten
bitten
blown,
broken
chosen
done
drawn
driven
eaten
fallen
flown
forgotten
forgiven
frozen
gotten
given
gone
grown
hidden
known
lain
ridden
risen



Simple Past Past_Participle

IRREGULAR VERBS thet change the PAST PARTICIPLE to N (contld.):

see SEW seen
shake shbok shaken
speak spoke spoken
steal stole stolen
swear swore sworn
take took taken
tear tore torn
throw threw thrown
weer wore worn
write wrote written

VERBS with a VOWEL CHANGE ONLY:

be-come

bleed
COME.
dig
feed
fight
find
grind
hang
hold
lead
.light
meet
read.
run
shine
shoat
sit
slide
stand
stick
strike
understand
win
wind

became
bled
Came
dug

fed
fought
found
ground
hung
held
led
lit
met
reed
ran
shone
shot
set
slid
stood
stuck
struck
understood
won
wound

become
bled
COME
dug

fed
fought
-found
ground
hung
held
led
lit
Met
read
run
shone
shot
sst
slid
stood
stuck
struck
understood
won.

wound
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Simple Past

VER8S with 0 VOWEL CHANCE ?ram to A. to U:

Past Participle

begin began begun

drink drank drunk

ring rang rung'

shrink shrank shrunk

sing sang sung

sink sank sunk

.spring prang sprung

stink stank stunk

swim swam SWUM
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+

FUTURE [ ?

PRESENT

SIMPLE PROGRESSIVE PERFECT PERFECT

PROGRESSIVE

I will walk.

Will I walk?

I won't walk.

You will be walking.

Will you be walking7.

You won't he walking.

She will have walked.

Will she have walked?

She won't have walked.

We will'hsve

been walking.

Will we have

been walking?

We won't hive

been walking.

rn

2

I walked.

,PAST Did I walk?

I didn't walk.

I am )

You are ) walking.

He is )

`Am I )

Are you ) walking?

Is he )

f am )

You are) not walking.

He is )

I have -)

has ) wlad"

HOVE I )

Has he )
walked?

I have )
nut walked.

I had walked.

Had I walked?

I had not walked.

I have ) been

He has ) walking.

Have I )

Hap he )
been

walking?

I have ) not bean

He hoe ) walking.

I had been walking.

Had I been walking?

I hadn't been

walking.
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tXpRESSING .THE.FUTURE IN ENGLISH

ntention near u ure; expectation

la heg ing to Iebture in Spanish-

I aT going to meet him at 6:00.

She,- gang tofhave a dab

Presen ressive a future happening anticipated in the

present

The docto pis coming soon.-

He's moving to Pittsburgh.

SiMpla_present - planned future actions) cer Sin y

The bus leaves tonight from Atlanta.

Helen arrives tomorrow; morning.,

4. Be about. to.- near future; imminent fulfillment

The train ie.here and we are about to leave.

Hur yl The plane is about to take off.

M_ odels_ - though is the accepted model for forming the

future, all modals can be used to express future
time

will I will arrive before 10;30 tomorrow morning

would Would you bring your own lunch when you come?

shall .

Shell IHmeet'you,at the bus station?- -
should Should we come early tomorrow/-

can d We can talk to him egainleter..

could He could be in NEW York by this time tomorrow.

may They may play tennis this weekend if it doesn't rain.

might m She.might'coll beck tonight.

must You must drive more slowly next time.,

ought to - They ought to be here before derk.

had better - She had better study well'tonight.
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:IROUBLESOMS VERBS

C lain) - intransitive
_

o recline or to rema n a given position I

The church lies north of town.
The lion lay waiting for the zebra. '

She'lies on the couch all day long.

y (laid; laid) transitive

- to place or put, in a position

The delivery hoy lays our packages on the porch.
The goose laid a golden egg.

set et,'set ransitive

- to fix sr place in position

He set.his books on the desk.
John set the table.

sit (sat, sat - intransitive

assume or hold a sitting position

She set in a chair.
He sits, at a typewriter all day.

raise (raised, raised) - transitive

- to lift or increase

Raise your hand if you want to leave the room.
. When they raise the flag, WE all stand.

rise (rose, risen) - intransitive

- to get up or ve up

. She rises early every morning.
When th0 sun rises, the birds sing.
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did, done

o perform, accomplish or finish

He does his job competently.
We did. many. things this week.

Expressions. with do=
...
dethe right thing
do one't best
do good
do the cooking

do a favor':..
do the dished
do without
do .away with

make (made, made)

construct, build, or create

She makes her Own clothes.
They made, a house from matchsticks.

Expressi ns with mak

make fun of'. . Make a speech
make money make progress
make-a living . make-a request
make a (good, bad) impression make a mistake
make the bed make'sense
make furniture make certain
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Meaning Modal P es; Fut. Past

Similar

Expression Examples

unavoidable most had to need to,

have to

z
We must pay our taxes, by

o
the loth of April.

r
1,

You must 'be et schp61
end' dt Yog P

.c:desks before the r I.; x
H

We had to drink breokish
1.74

water in order to survive. --I Ith)

The orops must have water: soon or
1;41

necessity
need

have to

0

prohibition

obligation,

avoidable

obligation

it was

prohibitec

didn't

have:to

be

they will die.

You must not smoke; in the erne*.

dden You must not play in the street.

She doesn'thave to be at home

before 10:00 p.m.
They don't have to ooMt to ages.

d should

have

You should do your homework

every day.

atilhitz aught to

have

be

supposed

to

ubligstibi
41/implied

consequences

string
r111)5th0

edvisbblld,ty,

recommendation

should

have

ought to

have

We should return these books

to the libratmoday.

You look terrible; you should

see a dodtnt.

She ougbt to imp knocked

before enterin

x had better

have

x

You had better:pay me back

before I leave.

She'd: better watch htt language.

should not You mut't go out alone.

It dangerous.

She mutt drivelp fest.

She'll hevelin accident.

.prefer, I'd .rather do it myself.

would He'd rather-heve reed the book.

sooner

would

rather

would

rather

have

'x' indicates, that the modal is used in this time
referenee with no change in its form

indicates that,the model is not found in this
time reference in any form\ Where the modal changes its 'form, the new form Is indicated



Similar

Model Pres. Fut. Past 'Expression

Ability.

Examples

be able to, don. speak Russian.

know how 'He couldn't understand a word.

used to be He could run a four-minute-

able to milt in those days.

couldn't expressAmVself the'

Nssibility theoretical can

could.
faCtual

can

have

could

have

it is .
Any citizen can become a

possible
senator.

fterlw4.1,

may

might x

maybe,

perhaps

may

have

might

have

Could man have'descended fur

apes?

We could go to the 'movies

tonight.

The road may be blocked.

He may buy a new car next yea:

He might have taken another

road home.

Probability expectation should x should

have

aught to

have
_ =

aughf fo
j

inferena must x must

have

expect

can't

have

could--

have

He shOuld be here any minute .

now.

They ught to have finished

by now.

have to, We very muddy it must have

have got rained a lot.

to Ha's not here yet; he must, be

on his pay.

it is not She.can't be hungry; she juw4'

possible ate,

He couldn't have flown a oleni

Willingness not mind StiTtheM I'll dp the disheE
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Mean n

Invitation" 'you

Modal

, COLL

WM,td

Similar

Pres. Fut. Past 'Expression

\X x

Examples

would like Could you gc tc the dance.

with mecan ,,

will. Would you come to dinner

tonight?

Requee p

Permission,

4

she

we, they

I

you

Ma

could

world

could

May

X

\x.

S

was

allowed

to,

wee per

mitted

to

can

might

leave the roam?

can

will

Cou4 Johnny'stay overnigh

lould.-you.open the window?

Could you please lower

ypur voice? L.

be allowed Ybu may leave the room.
to, She may marry whomever she-
be permit. likes.

tedtol; Johnny can't etay overnighi

The above chart.has been adapted from work done by Mary Clark,



TWO W IRD VERBS'

Se_p_ar ablq

blow out

bring up

call off

02111Ya

do over

fill out-

find out

give back

qtYePP

hand in .

Ianc up

IPEP up

leave._ out

let down

look over

(extinguish)

(raise
children)

(oanOel)

(telephone)

(do.: gain)

(complete)

(discover)

(return)

(abandon)

(s6bmit)

(place on
hook),-

(maintain)

(Omit)

(lower)

(review,
examine)

100k up_ (search for)

The children wanted to blow out the matches.

Those parents brought their children, up to

respect the law.

The umpire called the game

Cell me up tomorrow.-

The teacher asked me.,to do the essignnent over.

FiAi out these forms and come beck.tonorr w.

I' found out whet was bothering her.

The teacher, gave the papers' beck.

We had to give -up smoking.

The students handed their exams in late.

lie always hangs the phone up when I'm

speaking.

It costa a lot to keep that car up.

I've published; don't leave that cut on my

resume.

Let your hair down. ,

Look the test over before beginning.

I spend hours looking up words.

make out (distiOguish The handwriting made it

clearly) out the-address.

make (compose,
invent)

(use cosmet

pans nut_ (distribut

out '(choose)

jjLSd1 (lift,
collec

putema \ (put in the .

customary place

mposeible to make

They Made up_a list of people willing to

contributt money.

) She made up her daughter's face For the p

The captain passed out aspirin tablets..

He picked out a tie-toga with his shirt.

Someone picks the garbage, up ON Tuesdays.

ILL211-

Put on

(postpone)

(don)

Put your toys sway, children.

Another me

It's better t
shoes,

149

7 Let's put it=o

put your socks on before your



Separable (contld.)

put out (extingui

take back (return)

take off (remove)

take u- Araise,
discuss)

talk over (discuss)

throw away (discard)

try on

h) The fireman put the blaze out.

This new radio doeemIt work; I'm taking it
beck to the store.

(test the fit,
appearance)

try out (test)

turndown (reject,
lower volume)

turn in P' (deliver,

submit)

They took their mete' off when they entered.

Take that issue up Jith the msnager.'

The defendant talked his data over with
lawyers.

Don't throw those aLd magazines sway.

She never tries on clothes when she shops.

They tried the car mut and decided not
buy

The boss turned dour ny request for raise.

The.hub-cspithief tA-md himself in to the
police.. f

turn off %(etop power, Turn off the lights when you leave.
shut off)

turn on (start power, I turned the_lights on to see better.
put on)

use L I R (finish) We've used ell our au up.

Non-Separable

Cell on (ask to
recite)

come back (return)

come_over (pay s
casual visit

That teacher enjoys calling on sleeping
pupils.

She never comes back from school on time.

Come over for lunch sometime.

come to (regain She feinted from fright, but she soon came
consciousness) to.

(total) :
The purchase curies to twenty dollars.

get -along (have a The

with friendly eve
relationship
With)

-(succeed tuitn , Do enough just
a minimuin
effort)

fellow seems to get along with
one.

1.so

to ge by; that's his motto



NonSeparable (oont'd.)

get over (recover)

get through (finish)

go away (leave)

goover (review)

get up (arise)

keevon (continue)

160k for rCh for)

look into (inestigate)

look. like (resemble)

look out (beware)

look up t (respect)

pass out (faint)

ElLit22_L41112 (tolerate

run into/ (meet
across accidental

run out of (exhaust
supply)

run over (hit by e
car)

show U (appear)

take r (resemble)

take off (leave)

. talk back (answer
to rudely)

wait on (.erve)

V

It took him weeks to get ver the munips.

I can never get through his examsin time.

Please go away,; I'm busy now.

Let's go over the battle plans again.

He gets up early.

He keeps on talking until everyone leevee.

They looked everywhere for the lost child,

Dete..Itives are looking into themysterious

death.

Shelooks like her grandmother.

Look out! The roof's caving in.

Young boys often look up to famous athletes.

The heat was so intense that many people

passed out.

He can't put up with dishonesty

Two old friends ran into each other on the

street.

They ran out of gas in the middle of the Bey

Bridge.

The driver lost control and ran over an old

man.

His e showed up at. the marriage ce

many.

He takes after his father in everything he

does.

I can't stand this concert; take off.

Mychildren never talk back-to me.

waits on tables fore living.
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PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

PREFIXES

prefix peerling

a not

eb away from

ante before, in
front of

anti against,
opposite

arch chief, prime

bens well

bi two

circum around, on
all sides

con
col
car
co

contra

dis

extra

in

im
TS.it

inter

intro- -

mai

with

against,
opposite

not, away from,
down from

apart, away,
not

out from, former

outside, beyond,

into, not

between,
at intervals

within

ill, badly,
bad, wrong

Example

amoral, atypical, amorphous

abnormal, abrupt, abstain_

anteroom, antecedent, antedate

. antidote, antipathy, antiseptic

archbishop, archangel, archenemy

benefactor, benefit,. benevolent

bisect, bifocal, bigamy

circumscribe, circumnavigate,
circumvent.

conversation, confound, convoy
collage, collateral, collapse
correlate, correspond, correct
co-worker, co-exist, co-author

contradict, contraband, contravene

descend, deflate, deviate

distrust, disinterested, disorder

exit, excavate, ex-governor, egress

extraordinary, extrasensory,
extravagant

inhale, inept, innocent
imbalance, immoral, impel
illiterate, illegal, illegible
irregular, irresponsible, irresolute

,intersperse, intermittent, intervene

'intrastate, intramural, intracellular

malfunction, malnutrition, malevolent
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Prefix

mis

non:

peri

Meanirtg

wrong
not

Doamplp

ngly, misunderstanding, misuse, mistrust

around, about,
enclosing

post-- behind,- efter

before, earlier,
in front ''of

'219.
forward, before

re back, again

retro backwards

SE. aside, apart

semi half, pertly

sub under, below

super over, above,
extra

Win, ly2 together with

trans across, over,
through, beyond

ultra beyond-,

excessively

uni

vice

SUFFIXES

Noun Suffixes

Suffix

ence, ence
ency, eney.

one

one who tekas
the place of
another

hmg
ct of,
state of

institution

domain,
, condition or

nonexistent, nonpayment, nonconformist

perimeter, periscope, pc iphery

posterity, posthumous, postscript

preconceive, premonition, predict

propuleion prologue, project

reappear, recapture, reclaim

retrospect, retroactive, retroflex

seclusion, secede, seduce

semiannual semiprecious

submarine, subnormal, submerge

superimpose, supernatural,
superfluous

synchronize, synthesis, sympathy

transition, transcend, transgress

ultraconservative, u
ultrevio

amodern,

uniform, unicameral, unique

vice-president, viceroy, vice - consul

Example

attendance, precedence, reliance,

hesitancy, presidency, consistency

fixation, eXploration, stervetion,

foundation, organization

freedom, wisdom ,:kingdom



Suffix Meprin Example

er

or
ar
eer
it
nes

hood

ism

ment

ness

ocracy

one who

state of

doctrine,
point of view

state, (Mali y

state, Quell
act of

state of

_system of
government

state, condition

Adjective Suffixes

Suffix MeanIn9

capableable,
ible

al

ful

ish
is

ive

less

like

OLI5

like
pertainin

full-of, having

like,
pertaining to

without

having the
quell ties

having the
qualities of

pertaining to,
like

painter, receiver, baker
actor, governor, inspector
bursar, liar, beggar
profiteer, racketeer, pamphleteer
segregationist, realiet, cyclist
actress, poetess, lioness

boyhood, falsehood, manhood

mannerism, idealism, realism

sanity, rapidity, elasticity

amazement, payment, embodiment

fullness, shyness, sickness

democracy, autocracy, plutocracy

friendship, dictatorship, membership

Example

capahleedible, visible

criminal, practical, musical

useful, hopeful, successful

foolish, childish, selfish
demOcratic, heroic, specific
active, explosive, sensitive

speechless, childless, harmless

childlike, cowlike,'stateam ke

beastly, manly, worldly

courageous, ambitious, grievous
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Adverb Suffixes

Suffix eleAnYlg

ward(o)

wise

in a...manner

manner and
direction
movement

in the manner

xern _le

happily, treneely, comically

backward(-), earthward, homeward

of crabwise, clockwise, Corkscrew-wise

as far as....is
le concerned-

Verb Suffixes

Suffix leonine

en to become, make

to cause, make

ize to cause, make

education-wise, weather-wise

fassaLt
deafen, ripen, widen

beautify, diversify, simplify

symbolize, hospitalize, publicize
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Roars

LATIN

Root Meaning ELTERLE

u field, farm agriculture, agronomy

and hear auditorium, audience

aqua water aquatic, aqueduct

cid kill suicide, genocide

celer speed, hasten accelerate, celerity

clud, clue close, shut seclusion, include

cur, curr run incur, current

dlct say diction, contredict

duct lead induce, abduct

fact, make, do manufacture, factory

fleet bend inflection, deflect,

father brother 1
fraternal, fratricide

fund, fus pour refund, effusive

preae, _grad go, step progress, gradual

JA judgement judicial, judicious

lect, Ls reed, choose collect, legend

1111, lac speak eloquent, locution

menu hand manuscript,manicUre

mar sea maritime, submariL

ate r mother maternal, matriarch

med middle intermediary, medium

min smaller, diminish, minute
inferi

mart death mortician, mortal

nom nanie nomenclature, nominal

RE father paternal, patriotic

pad, Rai foot pedal, tripod

peng hang, weigh depend, ponderous
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LATIN (con d.)

Root Meaning

5_

port_ carry

Example

complicate, duplicate

portable, import

=2.09 29L1 place, put postpone, p- ition

s_ta, sect rule, manage direct, I' ulate

,S1----18-_
break rupture, disrupt

eicribj scrip write inscribe, conscription

tact,,, tang touch- tactile, tangible

vacu empty vacuum, evacuate

voca call vocal, invocation
...-

V-ora devour voracious, carnivorous

GREEK

man

antra star

auto self

biblio book

bio life

chronoo time

demo people

earth

gist tongue

Dram something.
written

write

different

_V026

hetero

himo

hOrel

kilo=

same

water

world

l 5 7 1

anthropoid, misanthrope

astrology, astronaut

automatic, automobile

biblidgaphy, biblibphile

biology, biography

chronicle, chronology

democrat, demography

geology, geography

polyglot,. glottal

telegram, .,grammar

autograph, biography

heterogeneous

homogeneous, homosexual

dehydrate, hydrant

cosmopolitan, cosmonaut
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'GREEK cont'do)

Roo

krat

114.1
ma
micro

naut

nen.°

Meaning Example

power

study

big

small

sailor

death

neo new

neuro nerve neurology, neurotic

nomo knowledge, law autonomy, astronomy

2.21U suffering, pathetic, pathology
disease

philo love philosophy, philanthropist

phobo fear hydrophobia, phobia

phone sound, voice phonology, telephone

photo light photography, photosynthesis

poll city cosmopolitan, politician

poly many polyglot, monopoly

psych of the mind psychic, psychology

scup examine scope, telescope

ph wise sophistidated, philosophy

distant telegraph, telepathy

image typical, typewriter

democrat, autocrat

anthropology, chronology

megaphone, megaton

microscope, microphone

astronaut, nautical

necromancer

neophyte, neoclassical

typo



SOME VOCABULARY CATEGO IES

Famistiaish2ik: mother, son, brother, cousin, to marry,
to divorce

Colors: red, blue, dark, light, to paint

Numbers: ten, four hundred, to count, ow many, first

Dpve, Months Monday, January, week, the 13th of arch

llellneEl_Seasche: sunny, cold, to rain, storm, summer

f21121LJtIMAIlt:
face, hand, to touch, thin, Mee

Time: o'clock, half -post, in the morning now

Clothing: shirt, belt, to put an, to wear, wrinkled, neat

qeogVatly: hill,

..Emotions:

lake, field, north, south

love, jealousy, to want, generous, friendly

TrahqPort1: to travel, plane, to drive, slow

*Professions mechanic, teacher, Whet do you do?, garage
*

Sport: football, to play, checkers, to win

9



Animal dog, cat, to bark, -erne

:
tc live,-houes, hut, room

Parts of House: kitchen, room, furniture, _ sleep

PLacco country, , home,

Food: to eat, fruits, vegetab

Money: to coat, change, tobuy

1

stadium

restaurant, market

Bic T hice1 Information: tro be born, age, nationality, single

Entertainment: movies, to enjoy, game, to dance, party

.16o



COMMONLY USED WORDS

Nouns

a. action afternoon age amount animal answer arm art

article

43' baby back , bag ball ban
boat body box boy brat

beauty bed bird blood
err building business

car (in any)cose cause center century chair chance

phild(rcn) church circle city class clothes cloud

college color company condition corner cost country

(of)course crowd cup

d day date daughter, deal death difference dinner
direc=tion distance doctor dog dollar , door. doubi

dream dress' drink

rth east edge fort egg' end evening eye

ace fact full family farm father favor fellow

field finger fire fish floor flower fly' :rood

foot(feet) forest friend front fruit future

game garden girl glass gold government, grass guess

171 hair hall hsrid hat 'heed health- hart hill, hietorp,,

hale home horse hour house husband

L ice idea inch interest island

,job joy

kitchen knee

lady land law leg letter life light line lip

(a)lot(of) love roan( men) matter meat meeting -member-

middle mile milk minute. Miss moment money month

moon morning mother mountain mouth mimic Mr. Mrs.

n 'name nation nature neck neighbor news night north

nose note number

0 abject ocean office oil Opin_ n

page pain pair pants paper part pastry past:--peace

people person picture piece place plant pleasUre

pound power price president problem public purpose
P

9. quarter question
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.Nouns

race rain
room rui.e

an report result river road, roc

salt school sea season seat shade shape
shop shoulder side sight sign sir size
-snow song soul south space spirit spot
stone, storm story street subject success
supply surprise system

table tear thing thought
town tree trip trouble ,t-

LL uncle

V view voice

\N/ wall war
window winter woman(women) wood word

V

b

ship shoe
skin sky
spring star,
suer summer

me' today tomorrow
h

watch water way, weather week

d year

Verbs.

Irrdguiar (with past orms)

top

west wind

he (was, were) beat (beat) become- (became) begin (began)
break (broke) bring (brought) build (built) but (bought)

catch (caught) cons (mine) cost Gast) cut (cut)

do (did) draw (drew) drink (drank) drive (drove)

ea (ate)

fall (fell) feed (fed) feel, (felt) fight (fought
find (found) fly (flew) forget ( t) forgive

get (got) give (gave) go (went) grow (grew)

hang (hung) have (had) hear (heard) hold, (held)

'keep (kept) know (knew)

lay (laid) lead (led) leave (left) let
lose (lost)
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m

Irrsgulsr Verbs (cdn d.),

. make (made)

pew (paid)

read (read)

mearL(meant)

put (put)

ride (rode)

t

(rose) run (ran)

Arley (said) see (saw) send (sent) set (set) sing (acing)

aleep.(slept) speak (spoke) spend (spent) spread (spread)

Stand (stood)

take (took) teach (taught) tell (told) think (thought)

understand (understood)

weer (wore) write (wrote):

Regular

accept add admit

belong believe__ burn

agree .allow appear arrive

CI call care carry catch 'change close, command consider

contain continue cook count cover cross. , 'cry

dance dare decide 'demand destroy discover doubt

drew' drop

enjoy enter' escape expect explain express

?ail fill finish force

happen. help hope hurry

increase include

join

kill kiss -

L laugh learn like listen live look love

ni marry matter measure mind move

'need notice
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I

uar Verbs (mint d6)

ffer order. open

F3 Pose pick plan plant play point prepare

prove 'pill

rain reach rake. remain remember reply return

ring run rush

save_ serve share shout show smoke sound start

stay step atop study . suppose

talk taste thank touch travel try turn

p ini c e

LL use

it walk went watch wish

Adjectives

a able alone afraid

b

d

e

9
h

bed beautiful better
bright brown bury

wonder work

big black blue (be )barn

certain chief clean. clear cold cannon complete cool

dark dead deep different diy

easy

fair famous fine ro4ign fvee fresh full

glad good Aray great green

happy hard heavy

L. ill important

L large last late

rrl.million ,modern

hot human hundred

little 104 law

ti Anetionar natural new next nide

\.



Adjectives (cone

0 old only

°pi in pleasant poor possible pretty

quiet

reedy r red rich w right round

safe severel short ei.ck simple small soft special

sure sweet
square straight strong

tall thin tired true

various

W warm wet white whole wide wild wise wonderful wrong

yellow your

Advenne

again ago almost eady also always, sway

before better best

C certainly

.e early else especially even ever.

A: Par finally forward

h here how

instead

just

ni- mope--

Fl nearly necessary never no riot now

often once out outside

f) probably

quickly quite:
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-Adverbs ntld4)

rather really

0 sometiMee strange suddenly

then there today tomorrow

Li up usually

N./ very.

V Yes

e.

Coniunc#9ns.

although and

because both...and but

either..

.however

ri n ther...n

0
since

ere ore though thus

LL until

W when where whether while

t
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a above about across

at

b

d

behind beside between

down ,during

e except

for from

into

I less like

0 of off on over

through to towards
p

LL under . until up upon

W with without within

against along among eround.

Pronouns

e everything

her herself him hiMself his

L 1 it tself

.117 my myself mine

fl nothing 'mine

one

5 she

er our (lure

t their them themselves they

LL us

W we who whom whose whet which

yyou
your yourself
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QUESTION TYPES

The question system in Engl eh, an be divided, for the purpose of

-teaching EFL, into two components: the type of question asked,

and the type of answer required.

Three types of questions can be asked: about the content- of the

leseen, ut-ahat inference or judgments cerVbe made from that

content, a d, about student's life.in relation to a lesson, .e.g

"Philip was amazed, He had just seen an elephant in the roe

for the first time in` his life. He` couldn't wait to get to

school :to tell all his friends, though perhaps they wouldn't

believe him. If qnly he could think of a way to prove itl"

CONTENT is tiie easiest:of the 'w stione for a language learner.

The answer a content question is found directly in a passage.

,The task for a student- i.s to find it.
Examples might be

1. Whet did Philip s

2. Was heaMized?
3. Had'he ever seen an elephant before

INFERENCE,representc.a big step in a lsngubge learner's ability to

work with a passege: 'the ability to dedUce information not actually

found in the text. The language learner must learn to 'infer frOm

information that is given, to aoquir s facility for extracting

relevant information and forming an opinion about it. The range

of inference is considereble.. ;Questions can be used about the

:characters in a passage--their moods, their physical cherecteris

tiCs, their relation to others.; about the physical environment of

thecheracters; about the time--the year, the day, the Beason,

the point in the lives of the characters, and its effect on the

people or the events; *lout the events themselvestheir:possible

results, the different ways they might affect different people,

whether they're relatively normal.

1. Do you think Philip's friends will believe him or not?

Why might .his friends not believe him?

3. Do you think Philip could find e wsy to prove that he

saw an elephant?
4. What kihd of-boy is Philip?

9. Does he live in the country or the city?
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LIFE questions offer a language learner. the opportunity to speak
about himself in free conversation, without direct reference to
a text. Lifaquestions,deal directly with a language 1- earner's
life.- A -teacher can ask two kinds of Life questions:

about the student himself:

1. Have you ever seen en elephant?
2. Would you prefer seeing an elephant or a lion?

or about the culture of the student:

1. In your village-do you hunt:elephants or let them
run free?

2# Do you know any fables or stories. about elephants?
3. What is the most significant animal in your village

or tribe or country?, Why?

I.

The qUeet ons can take three forma, requiring three types of
responses:- a simple yes-no answer, a selection or choice between
two alternatives, or a more detailed response telling what_ why.,
where how,how what when (WH-question or question word questions).=I _ _ ,......

All,of-theseytypes of questions can be put together in-the form
of a-chart, which serves as a check to assure that the questions
are moving from content to meaningful application to the student's
life. The questions (and answers) move from easy to difficult in
two ways: from content to life, and from yes-no_to-WHquestiona
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ye no

eithe

WH-
quest

Content Inference

Was Philip
amazed?

Had he seen
an elephant
or a lion?

Why was Philip
in a hurry.to
get to school?

Co you think
Philip could
find a way to
prove he saw
an elephant?

_o you suppose
Philip's
friends Will
believe him
or not?

Doee Philip
live in the
country or
in a city?

Whet time of
day' was it?

What kind of
boy was Philip

Why might his
friends not
believe him?

171

Life

Have you ever.
seen an
elephant?

Are there many
elephants in
your region?.

Would you rather
see an elephant
or s .1 on?

Within your tribe,
do you: hunt ele-

phants or leave
them alone?

Why?

What problems can
elephants cause?

What problems can
the leek of ele-
phants cause?



A GUIDEE ID PUNCTUATION

E25214.9211

has an apostrophe.

to indicate emissions

to indicate possession

Brackets

Use brecke

to indicate comment or
question into quoted
materiels or--
within parentheses

Colon

Use a colOn

in writing clock time

to introduce,a list

after the names of
speakers in a dialogue

after salutations in
formal or business
letters

Comma

Use a oamma

after yes or no in a
response

before the coojun
in compound son

ion
noe

to separate elements
in addresses

to separate equivalent
elemen;;ein a series

to aawsta a speaker's
words from the intro---
dOotory etstemmit

n contreo one doesn't, won't

Mary's p's and q's

172

"He [Lincoln] was assassinated
by a mad actor."
"Shakespeare died in April 1616 (A"
(Allende-killed himself was aseassinatedil

in 1975.)

9:2 12:01

We need the folloWing items:
soap, toothpaste end hand lotion

The speaker observed: "Four
Score ersd twenty years ago..."

Dear Sir:
Dear MT. Landsdowne:

Yes, we hays bananas.

The oldest bey is going to
school and the youngest is
going to work.

New Orleans, Louisiana

The barn was dark, warm,
-and damp.

John naked "May 1



C -ma (cont'd.)

_te_group:large numbers

into thousands

- to set off' addreseee

in direct speech .

- to separate en intro-.
ductory cruse from the

.sentence'

after a mild exclamation

before and after an il

appositive,

to seWats a t49
question froin the

rest ofithe sentence

before, and after a non-

restrictive adjective
clause.

Dash

Use a dash

to indicate ,on inter-

ruption or an rafter-

thought

to indicate specie'
emphasis in place of

8 comma

n Pciri

Use en exclamation pcint

- to indicate strong
feeling or emotion or

for emphasis

ohen /

Use a hyphen

in certain
priaaions

ad ex*-

173

,231 1,26 44

"Mar, take this ring."

When the party was'overi
went home.

Well, it r a none a? your business.

George, el, amous.Ooet,
to our clesai

It's cold, ten'

spoke

a

Punctuation, which is essential

for writing seems very compli

tated.

We'll arrive in-New.York-
leet - in two hours,

can explain at least, I

think I can.

Give people what they want -

money, fame, and power.

Helpl
UStch autl
She said she'd jump and shietdid!-

person-_orvereen mat

atation-to-atatiOn

act



in -compound numerals

- in expreeeiens
clock time

r in joihing. p

to r'A proper lame

in joining a "pkefir::
to a noun_whoet first
letter is the same us
the lost letter of the
prefix

rentheeee

Use parentheeee

to enclose remarks,.
comments, explariations,
etc. that interrupt
the main thought

Wee a period
I

at the end of a

Use, eLlutetion mark

at the end of a direct
AUespion

- after e tag question

etement

- \after initials or ebbre-
iationa ,

- tA indicate cents and
other decimals

409etiOn Mark

114

enty-one
twenty-first

1,7A,-Ro-thirty

-Goiumbien
A-Christian

ninety-nine
ninety-ninth

one-fifteen

pre-Roosevelt

anti-intellectual
pre-existing
re-elect

She invited the two men (they
are cousins). to .the party.-
ir it reins (it usually doesn't),
we'll postpone the picnic.

'1 want to go home.

Mr. P. T. Barnum 100 p.m.
Washington, D.C.

$5.50 1.65

Wher e does it all end?

You like to talk, don't you?



Semicolon

Use a semicolon

inra compot sehten

without a L active

in s sentence with two

mein clauses, joined, by
conjunctive adverb

Ynataalaa

Underline

titles of magazines,
newspapers, end books
in handwriting and typing

foreign phrases and words
in handwriting or type
writing'

words emphasized

the names of ships,
trains and airplanes

The singular form is mouse;
the plural form i mice.

The teacher was sick; therefore,

classes were called off.
Mary ran a good race;-however,
she failed to qualify for the

finals.

Newsweek.
A Farewel

The New YOrk Times
Tn Arms

alors alp le vay bin

wanted three tickets, not four.
/ -

The Titanic Orient .,Express

Constellation
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USENL4PELLING R_

,if a word end
to an i befor

in l'preceded by p consonant, change the
every suffix except -Ina.

salery salaries
marry married
lonely loneliness
worry worries.

cony
try
fly

worry

WT e'i before- e, except
eighbor and weigh.

after c, or when

Exoept ions.;

piece,
receive, dece

copying
trying
flying.
wrryin.g

rounded like'

thief, yield
ceiling, freight, sleigh

either, neither, seize, leisure, weird,
species, financier

C) If a word ends with a single .consonent preceded by a single
vow (pa., bat) and you add a Suffix beginning with a vowel
C-er, -ed, -ing double the final consonant when

4.,
-1 the word ha .only one syll d

stop
bat
rub

stopped
batter
rubbing

trip
drop
spin,

tipped
dropping
spinning

2) the word is accented on the

UT
admit

urring
admitted

syllable

0) if a word ends with a silent` and you _add a suffix,

- drop the E if the suffix

Dye
desire

- keep the E

lovable
desirable

the suf

use
love

useful
lovely

E c

1

ptions:

move
use

with a vowel

moving
usable

x begins with a consonant

engage'
move

engagement
movement

words ending in- e

agree agreement
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.men1

1-encej

DIFFERENCES between BRITISH and AMERICAN SPELLING

AmeriCin British

-se

abeselesia anaesthesia

encyclopedia
encyclopaedia

[17-ection I

connection
reflection

-ed
burned
learned
spelled

-ensel
license
defense

-er
center
meter

izetion
civilization
naturalization

M-ize
criticize
memorize

[
fulfill
skillful

judgment
argument

I :Or 1

color
neighbor
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connexion
reflexion

burnt
learnt
spelt

licence
defence

-re
centre
metre

civilisation
naturalisation

-3,52

criticise
memorise

-1
fulfil
ikilful

-ement
judgement
srguement

our
colour
neighbour



Note: In Bv4tIshusage, words ending in do 1_ preceded by a
a single vowel usually double the 1.

quarrel
travel

quarrelling
travelled

model modelled
signal signalling

In American usage, the consonant is doubledonly if the
last syllable is accented.

signal signaling excel excellent
travel traveling propel propeller
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WEIMS, MEASURES AND METRIC EQUIVALENTS

En lish/U0S,A,

1 mile (ml ) m
5,280 feet (ft ) 2 116093 km

yord (yd ) g 3 ft 2 0914 m

1 foot : 12 inches (In) ) 2 35.48 cm

1 inch z 2,54 cm

short too 2'2,000 pounds. g 9.072 MI

(s.t,) (lb.) a 907.2 kg

1 pound m 16 ounces (az ) m ,454 kg

ounce m 16 drams (dr ) 2 28,35 g

Area

square mils
: 259 ha

(sq, ml) 2 640 scree (A) 2 2.59 km2

acre 2 4,450 eq yd = .41 hL

sq yd = 9 sq ft

so ft 2 144 se in g .09 m2

in
g 6,45 cm4

Ca ecit

barrel m 3145 gallons 2 119,24 1,

(bbl ) (gel))

1 gallon 2 4 quarts (qt ) N 3.79

1 gLiA ! 2 pints (pt. ) 7195 1,

alit LI 2 cups ; .47L

cui fluid az

0 he

furlong 2 220 yde

rod '2 la ft

stone 2 14 lbe

1 imperial gallon

=1,2 U.S. gel.

1 imperial quart

1.2 U.S. et.

..

Metric

1 kilomoter ) 1,000 meters (m ) ml

1 meter 2 100 centimeters (cm ) 39137 in

1 centimeter m 10 millimeters (mm ) 4 .3937 In

1 metric ton

(M.T,)

1 kilogram (kg)

1 gram (g)

1,000 kilograms = 2,204.6 lb

= 1,000 greme
2,2 lb

100 centigram (cg)

1 square kilometer
g 247.1 A

(km2) m 100 hectares (ha ) g .386

hectare m 100 arc (e) g 2.47 A .

arc g 100 cantina (co ) 119 eq. yd,

'1 Ololiter m 1,000 liters (1) 264.18 gal.

(kl )

1 liter 2 100 centiliters (ci ): 1,406 qt:

erlaturs. I

980 Fahrenheit t Body Temperature
37° Celeluo

212°. F
Boiling Point of Water g 100e C

32° F
Freezing Point of Water F. CO C

Conv2reion Formula 2 F 320 : 1.8 x

EX. 68° F 6787-3F:17877°

360i 1,8 ; C,0
C 2q0



DRAWING VISUAL AIDS

THE FAMILY



SE#OSD ITE

A CHAIR

A REFRIGERATOR
AN- ICEBOX

A TABLE

161
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DRAWING Acno Ns

EA TING

183



DRAWING ACTIONS

SLEEPING
RESTING
NAPPING

184



DRAWING ACTIONS



'PLAYING
TOSSING
THRO WING
CATCHING
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DRAWING TRANSPOR NATION WITH PEOPLE

CLIMB
PACK-
PACKI



DRAWING TRANSPORTATION WITH PEOPLE

RIDING A BIKE
PEDALING
CYCLING
BIKING

J.80



DRAWING TRANSPORTATION

AIR PLANE BOAT
PLAN / SAILBOAT
JET VESSEL

CHAT

CAR
AUTO
SAL

I-1.011SE
PONY
STEED

189





COUNTRY ROA-0
DIflT ROAD

MOUNTAIN
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WING A STORY SEQUENCE "THE TO
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ANNOTATED BIBLrOGRAPHY
SOME USEFUL GOOKS AND MATERIALS FOR ESL/EFL

Note: Almost all of these items are used by teachershere at SIT.

SEQUENCING PRESENTATION OF STRUCTURES (for teacherS' only)

An ESL Curriculum, prepared by C. Evans, L. hunt, J. Withrow (New York,

LINE, Inc. ). Only 14 pages, but very 'concisely illustrates how to

organize a course. Three elements: student behavioral objectives,

possible structures, and possible contexts, are the basis of organ-

ization. There is a liSt of 175 basic to advanced structures, end

basic information questions, and also the 100 most frequently used

irregular verbs.

English SentenceStructure, by Robert hrohn, et 01. (Ann Arbor, The

University of ,Michigan Press, 1971). A simple,epasy to follow

arrangement, with the structure lead outIn boxes New structures

are based On previous patterns, so there is a logical flow. Good

place to utert, especially for the beginning teacher. Can also be

used as a check if you write your own sequence. At the advanced

level it is'rather incomplete. (Note: This book is often celled

"Ludo-Fries" since it is bpsed upon the originalwritten by Robert Lado

and Charles Fries.)

II. GRAMMAR REFERENCE (for teachex;' or advanced students

fIndex to Modern English, by.ThomssleeCrowell, Jr. (New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Company, 19$4). An: alphabetical listing with many details

shout grammar and usage. One needs to become familiar with grammatical

terms to know where to find things. Traditional analysis, with lots

of examples.

Modern En Practical Reference Guide by Marcella frank(Engle-,

wood Cliffs, NeW Jersey, Prentiss-Hall Inc., 1972). Also vary

thorough, answers nearly all the questions eventhe most advanced

student could bug you with.
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III. -GRAMMAR REFERENCE WITH EXERCISES (equally useful or teachers
and students)

Master in American En ish: .A Handbook-Workbook of Essentials, by
R.: Hayden; D. Pilgrim. A.Q. Haggard (Englewood Cli.ffs,.New Jersey,
Prentiss-Hall, Inc., 1956). A good reference with lots of exercises,
clear explanations, but not always completely accurate in, for example,
the use,of the present perfect.

Rapid Review of.En.lish Grammar by Jean Praninskas (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey; Prentiss-Hal Inc., 1975).. -Some prefer this toMasterin-while others.. Some teachers prefer the older edition of Praninskas.
Not all the structures presentedare -practicedin exercises. A good
"other place" to look.

IV. GRAMMAR EXERCISES WITH BRIEF EXPLANATIONS (though p
ESL students, it is equally useful forteadhers)

pared for.

Eng.lish,Sentence Structure, by Robert Krohn (see above, under I.).
Oral exercises with simple procedures. Very. mechanical, a kind of
linguistic "calisthenics."

KC-dern-En lish: Exe Ases 'for_Non- native 5 eakefs by Marcella Frank
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentiss-Hall, 1972). A two volume set:
Volume I: Parts_of Speech; Volume II: Sentences and Complex Structur,1.
Very 'thorough. The best set. a.fexercise books for advanced students,
especially those preparing for the obscurities or-the TOEFL. Some
exercises are useful for low-level studentb, .too. Gets into the
subtleties much more thoroughly than any of the above-named books.

Graded Exercises in English, by Robert Dixon (New York, Regents Pub-
lishing Company, Inc., 1971). Probably the most widely published and
pirated ESL book around. It's cheap, and the exercises are straight-
forward. It has clear, brief explanations. Students can use it on
their own easily.

fEn-lishstructure inFocus by Polly Davis (Rowley,Massachussetts,
Newbury House, 1977).. An intermediate grammar review book intended
for adult Foreign language learners. -There are "explications" in boXes

_and a wide variety-of situational-type exercises. Handles many com-
plexities and subtleties (es for example modals) in a much more
complete way than'many other texts.

;
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COMPOSITION REFERENCE (Ideas' for Teachers)

AWey With Worda,. by. Edna Gilbert (Wvailable,from Educational Solutions).-

Late .of :creative composition ideas For sentences, ppragraphs, long

compositions. Some examples: writing a sentence with three letter

words, finishing -.story, etc., etc., etc. Ideas can be used with any.

class level.

VI. COMPOSITION TEXTS

A First Book in Com hensian Precis and Com si on, by L.G. Alexander

(London, Longman, Ltd., 965). The student.reads a paragraph and

answers questions to reconstruct a summary o;: it. Appropriate

connectors are supplied. Easy to ube

Course in Controlled Com
Intermediate ESL Students, by G. Brook_

Inc., 1974

ition far Be inners a
York LILAC,and a WithroW (Ne

lwent--siCours Controlled Com osition for Intermediate

and Advanced Students, by L. tsunz (New Yo , _INC, _nc.,:1972).

e a Ream: A Course n Contra Com'csitiun for Jab Trainin

Education, by' L. Kunz and R. Vfscaunt (New York, Teachers

'College Press, 1973).

These three texts are very similar. All numbered steps which

indicate the difficulty of the assignment. Simplest steps ask

students to change pronouns, tense,eto. More difficult involve

using pasive, combining sentences, etc. This approach, like

Alexander's, is easy to follow and seems to work. Moreover, since

the beginning stages students are doing little more than copying

the text, it impresses on them the importance of little things they

tend to overlook -- capitalization, punctuation,- spelling, paragraph

indentation_ The printed texts relate to city life; adult problems;

current events.

aglia0.217212-1141EL1112i,
by Mary Lawrence (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press,-1975). 'Teaches logical organization: making-iriferedes

using generalizations and examples, chronal6gics1 order, describing

ispatial relationships, using cause and result, Comparison and contrast,

separating relevant and irrelevant information, 0-mwing logical rela

tionships; making hypotheses. This is obviously advanced compo

sition text! Very clearly written and creatively designed, so that

it can be used at an intermediate level; the thinking is more demanding

than the language level. (It could probably be used suocessfulaq with

natiVe speakers.)
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,VII. READING TEXTS -- HOW TO READ

a Readi Skills OT Students of En lish as
a Second Langusg by E. Margaret eaudoin, al. (Ann Arbor: Univer-
sity of Michigan Press, 1977). An intermediate to advanced workbook
for adults. Perhaps the most innovative reading text. Approaches
reading as a problem-.solving skill. Offers ideas for-what:to look for
in'e reading and offers'a variety of non -prose readings: menus, news-
paper ads, questionnaires, poetry, schedules, maps. It also offers
short'readings for the main ides, exercisesfor finding meaning From
context, exercises for restatement end inference, exercises in using
the dictionary,apd exercises in morpholog9 (roots, prefixes, suffixes).
There are longer readings (up to 2,000-4,1300 words).

American `Topics: A esdin Vocabular Text En h as
a Second Language, by Robert 1. Lupton (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
Prentiss-Hall 1978). FPI' advanced students. _Although celled a reeding
text, this took offers many interesting discussion possibilities as
well as roleplays, skits, dietitians, composition exercises, the expec-
ted vocabulary exercises (fill in the blanks, synonyms and antonyma,
word-forms,' prepositions, idioms) and reading comprehension exercises.
Readings are on topics of interest to foreign students interested in
the U.S., particularly, those who migh=t be living here. topic range across
food, jezz, divorce, family finances, ecology.-_ Fifteen readings. Well
illustrated.

How Read and Write in Calle_p, by R. Dodge(New York: Harper and
Row, 1982). Has exercises on usage -- agreement, dangling modifiers,
and all the other fine things seen on the TOEFL. Writing exercises
(et-the gramMer level) for advanced students. Reading texts are long
and non-fiction.: essays, feature articles.

VIII. AURAL COMPREHENSION

Improving Aural Comprehension, by Joan Morley (Ann Arbor: University
cr. Michigan Press, 1972)e Has a teacher's book and a_student'swork-
book. Both are needed. Lots of .details that are difficult to make
interesting become so through games and exercises. Certainly the
best in its field (practically theonly one). Belongs on the list

:the ten best EFL books, whatever the other nine are.

Listening_Dictation , by Jdan Morley (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press; 1975). Revives didtation taking and also hast,.multipta choice
comprehension tests. Students have to have gotten the dictations
correct to answer the questions correctly. Has tapes, but can be
used without them (teacher reads answer key in back of the-book).
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IX. rRONUNCIATION (teacher reference and studeht.texte)

Pronunciation Contrasts in En lisp, by D.L.F.'and A.P.-Nilsen (New

York, Regents Publications, Inc., 1973). ,Minimal` Ppir exercises,

diagrams to'illustrate where the sound is,oroduced, lists of languages

whose speakers have trouble with each sound.

Pronunciation Exercises in En lah by M.F. Cla y and R. Dixon. Albs

oublished,by Re eats Publics dns,qnc,). Same sort of stuff with

addition of sentences and paragraphs.

Stress and Intonation: Drills and Exercises in n lish Pronunci n,

Volumes I and 1 New York, Collier-Mac llan, 1973). Gives good

information to the teacher as to how to teach pronunciation. Very

exhaustive. Emphasizes normal, high-speed_ pronunciation. Good ex-

ercises or reduced forms (Whachadoin?).

Lanuua e end Life in the U.'S.A by G. Doty and 3. Pose, Volume I

(New York, Harder and Row, 1968, 1972). This is a general ESL

textbook for college -bound foreigners, but it is one of the few

that emphasies pronunciation. There's a good nintroduction(to

American English Pronunciation," andpronunciation and intonation

'exercises in every chapter. There are some clever discrimination

exercises, e.g.: student reeds while teacher reads "He will (lend/

land his plane," chdosing one of the two words inparentheses. Then

the teacher reads the question, "Is a loan involved?"- Student must

Answer yes or no.

X. WORD GAMES, PUZZLES, FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS ETC.

fun-with English, by P. Hauptman and 3. Uoshur (New York, Colliers

MacMillan, 1975). Includes all of the things mentioned above and

others as well. Good for use in class to'add some variety and escape

from your usual monotonouS-lesson.' 'Also for the students to play

with at home.

Scholastic Scope Publications: Two7Minute_Mysteries, by Sobol,

Countdown,-by B. Goldswelg, Trackdown, by B._Golidsweig, Across and

_'Down , by L.B. ! Eharry (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentiss-Hall).

Designed for what we used to call "reluctanVreeders." (American

edoldscent droolers/Fonzie typed) Humorous, good drawings, easy

enough for intermediate ESL studentS. Usable with adults.
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PUBLISHERS t ADDRESSES,

American Book Company, 135 Uf., 50th Street, N. N.Y. 10020

Collier-MacMillan, Distribution Center, Frontand Brown Streets,
Riverside, N.J. 08075

Thomas Y. Crowell, 666 5th.Avenue N.Y., N.Y. 10009
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Language Innovations, Inc. (LILAC) 200 W. 72nd Street, N.Y. N.Y., 10023

Longman, Inc 19 W. 44h Street, N.Y. -N.Y. 10036

McGraw -Mill Book Company, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y. 10020

University of Michigan Press, 615 East University, AM- 'tor, MI 0106

Oceans Publications, 75 Mein Street, DobbsFerry, N.Y. 10522
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Scholastic Publications, 902. Sylvan Avenue, °ad 01iffs,"New
,

Jersey 07632

Teachers College Press, 234-Amsterdam Avenue, N.Y N.Y. 10027
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TEACHING ENGLISHAS AN
APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE

by Brenda Gates

EDITOR'S NOTE: TEFL (Teaching English as a

Foreign Language) andTESOL (Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages) programsmake up a
large pro-portion of Peace Corps' education pro-
gramming. Are these programs useless, or perhaps

even detrimental to the developing .countries, train-

ing young people with skills they will never be able
ip utilize ? --- Certainly TEFL andTESOL, are among

the most controversial, the most criticized, of cur-
rent Peace. Corps programs.

With the premises posited by Ronald Dole in the
lead article of this issue clearly in mind, Brenda
Gates here makes the casefor-TEPL/TESOL, with
some suggestibrzs' for relating English teaching di-
rectly to local needs by theincorporation of A ppro-

Peace Corps has from its inceptictn had a major
involvement in education programs, and a large

propottion of those programshave been in the teach.
ing of English as a foreign langirage.* Volunteers

,,have' earned an excellentreputation in this area for

their teaching abilities, for the wide variety of learn -

ing materials they have developed, and for the runny
ways they have devised to expand the impact oftiler
efforts beyond the imparting of language skills
for example, setting up adult literacy daises, extra-

. curricular clubs, school gardens, etc.). Peace Corps

new Appropriate.Technology for Peveloptnentmate-
.

oTsitebin Ensile!'
teaching: nglish to
will be referred to In

'foreign innauiige (TEFL) and
leers of other laninotges (TESOL)

rticle under the single Win TEFL.

& Mag Journal

priate Technology rrtaterials. in T LI EsoL pro-
grams and by the broadening of the roles of the

teachers themselves.

riiE AUTHOR: 43 Directorof PeaceCorps' Infor-
mation Collection and Exchange, Brenda Gates has
been responiible for designingand implementing the
first systematic review, classificationiancl disserrtina-
tion of Peace Corps-generatedmaterials relating to
develOptnera strategies: Prior to this, she worked on.

a variety oil community planning and research prop
ects while Completing course Work for a Ph.D. in
comparative education at the University of Chicago..
Ms. Gate/ overseas experience incitsdes a summer'
in Benin with Operation Crossroads Africa and two
years in Senegal as a Peace Corps rolunteer.

rials may make possible even further expansion of
the TEFL Volunteers' role.

The value of teaching English Third World
schools has long been a subjectof debate, the argu-

ments are generallyfamiliar. On the one hand,TEFL
is said to be irrelevant, unrelated to students'daily
lives;`EFL programs take time awayfrom the more;
practical subjects that ultimately would serve stu-
dents better. These programs arefurther declared to
be remnants of coloniallyy-inspirred cultural chauvin-
isri; they are blamed for raising the students' expec-
tations far beyond realistic possibilitiesfor few if
any will work exclusively in the white collar jobs
earning relatively high salaries,(salaries that will
subsequently be spent on amenities available only to
the mainly urban _elites) that all allegedly expect.
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On the other hand, significant reasons have been
offered for the study of English in the developing
world. English is among the world's major languages:
a populace without English users risks unwarranted
disparagement in the internationalcommunity. More-
over, English is often the Medium ofeachange be-
tween the developing countries themselves: inability
to use .English may impose unwanted political, eco-
nomic, practical, social, and yes, intellectual isola-
tion on a nation. .

For these reasons, and perhapsa variety of others
as well, Third World governments generally include
English in their curricula. Decisionmakers in these
governments are of course aware thatmost secondary
school students enrolled in English classes will never
attend great international forums . that they will
not necessarily' 'even deal with foreign English-
speakers in their own countries. But they wit/ live ina
world increasingly influencedby a series cif _changes
a development processthat, however carefully
introduced and however appropriate, will demand
broad insights about and great sensitivity to ado-
indigenous thought patterns and value systems.
Whether the decision makersorthe studentsor
weregard this development process as a high
achievement or a great tragedy of the Twentieth
Centup, all nations must beprepared to live with it
and, insofar as possible, to control it. In providing
one most valuable. form of access to information
and communication, English serves as an important
avenue to control of the developmentprocess.

As long as formal schooling in theThird World
:on tines to emphasize TEFL, the relativecase w
vhich Peace Corps recruits teachers, the skill
vhich it trains there, and thesuccess of these teachers
n the classroom warrant continuation of PeaceCorps
ommitment to TEFL programming.

Peace Corps Volunteer TEFL teachershave rarely
reepted the narrow view thattheir role is merely to
:ach grammar, syntax, andpronunciation of English.
y incorporating basic concepts of Appropriate Tech.
olo-gy into -their lessons, theY can not only utilize

classes as a forum for the exchange of ideas
nportant to development, but can helpcounteract
Arm of the ill effects of TEFL languageprograms
:scribed above.
Within the formal classroomsetting, a great variety
materials of substantive valueto the students can

_ orporated. Before the end of fiscal year 1977,
e Program. and Training Journal Manual Series
'Wines on such topics as grainstorage, freshwater
h-farming, health, naturecenters, and construction
11 have been complemented by a TEFL, volume
sod on some of-- these technical materials. The
FL volume will provide models for utilizingap-

wriate technology materials in -TEFLclasses. (se, _

Beef example, )

20 2

Such materials will offer advancedacadernic
dents practice for those occasions hen access to
technological information depends on facility in
English. Equally, for the Manystudents who will not
purwe their studies to high schoolor university, the
materials provide information on quite honorable
alternative pursuits in the rural sector.

In fact, the concept of Appropriate Technology
may be the single most significant lessonany student
can learn, for the axiom of the future willbe, for
many, "do it appropriately or not at all"- Young
people must learn as early as possible to approach
problems innovatively . . to make use of locally
available resources . . to respond to local awls in
the context of indigenous culture. TEFL materials
can provide teachers with a basis for teachingthe
principles of'Appropriate Technology,and for intro-
ducing specific technologiesappropriate to particular
problems as well. Used sensitively and creatively,
these materials can provide an intellectual model for
approaching practical questions thatmay be as effec-
tive as the, Socratic approach- is to -approaching
philosophical questions.

The substantive nature .of appropriate technology
TER:, lessons may provide an entree into a variety
of activities fOr 'TEFL teachers and their students,
For example, a teacher may ask, "Wholhelps the
farmers build grain bins ?" Clearly,among the correct
responses could be "Students ", Followinggrammar
study, preparation of dialogues, and other rEFL
exercises, a clais might become involvedin the actual
construction of a storage bin for theschool garden,.
In learning English, the students are thus also learn-

ethe rudiments of grain storage and at the same
time being encouraged to become involved in -re-
sponding to school and communityneeds.

A TEFL teacher and students Mayalso work with
Volunteers or host national develnprnent agems to
prepare materials for local radio broadcastsor other
media presentation* on local health and agrievlture
programs. They may subsequently participate in -the
implent6ntation of these programs for which they--
have helped to develop materials..

Peace Corps 'TEFL training programs will have
to be expanded if a genuine commitment is to bemade to the concept of "appropriate TEFL
teaching. In-service workshops should be provided
for TEFL Volunteers, to include adultliteracy, teach-
ing techniques, curriculum developmentguides, cite;
In-service workshops can also help TEFL. Volun-
teers develop skills its methods of informationgather-
ing and utilization of localsources. TEFL teachers
could then teach adult literacy, train students as
adult -literacy teachers, and work with studints
deVelop adult literacy classMaterials based on grain
storage or other appropriate technology materials:



Such activity would paturally lead TEFLteachers to
broader contact with students' families and with
ether community members.

TEFL teachers frequently serve as schoollibr
ians -with their new contacts, they could redefine
this secondary activity and become communityinfor-
mation developers and advocates, In such arole,
their value to the community would be nor in, their
having encyclopedic knowledge, but in theirunder-
standing of how to obtain information, One ofthe
basic assumptions of appropriate technologyrafter
all, is that knowing how to approach a problem cart
be more valuable than knowing its solution.

Through contacts outside the school, the TEFL
Volunteer could organize a group which (at least
initially) would be concerned with the implementa-
tion of a sehool/cornmunitY project in appropriate
technology for example, a grain storage facility
or a freshwater fists portelchosen by group mem-
bers. Participation would be open to students,teach-
ers, other Volunteers, host country agencypersonnel,
and other development agents; a wide variety of
school/community self-help projects could eventually
be undertaken. Such a group could providethe foun-
dation for the establishment of an educational pro-
gram for school leavers; it could take responsibility
for building a new school or clinic; it couldestablish
a school garden with theprofit from crops earmarked
medications for a health education campaign. One

project of farmreaching implications could be the
for such things as scholarships, schoolequipment, or
writing out of local oral literature- The resultant
document could be used in local schools; it could
be used for translation exercises in the Volunteer's
TEFL classes; it could be used in PeaceCorps train-
ing; conceivably, it could be published and dis-

tributed in neighboring countries and the United
States, Europe, etc.

Whichever. of thes'- extra-curricular activities are
pursued, the TEFL Volunteer must remember to
make a special effoit to involve-fernale students, and
women of the community. Too often formal school
programs tend to ignore or even undermine the tradi-
tional importance of woman's role in agriculture,
their crucial status with respect to childnutrition and
general health, and their obvious influence on their
children's education. Even in a conservativeenviron-
ment, women should be able to contribute to and
benefit from TEFL AppropriateTechnology projects
without unacceptable cultural incongruities.

The more students join their elders.voluntarily to
pursue common attainable goals, the more volun-
tarism is shown to be an effective approach'to de-
velopment. And an intertwining offormal schooling,
appropriate technology, and voluntarism, through
broadened activities of TEFL, programs at the local
community level, could result in an important con-
tribution to global development.

SAMPLE LESSON

andard class
n Grain St

DIAL
Hello N1orrradou. What are you making?

tn rr`taking a silo to protect mygrain from insects, rodents and molds.

for

age Manual, #2):
animation -preparation might include,tlie folloWing lesson based can Sm

Really! I was talking to Abdoulaye yesterdayand he was 6uilcling a grain bin also.

Yes, every year we were losing part of our 'grainbecause we didn't stare it properly.

Are the insects and rodents eating yourgrain before you can cat 'or sellit?

Yes, but when this new bin is finished wewill have enough grain to cat and we will be able to save

some of it to sell after the prices67 3.11).
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0

were

wr

T

you

they

he
she
it

Present Pro ive

S UBSTITUTI ON DR.11,1:,

What are you making?
storing? eating? selling?
building? drying? keeping?

2) aking a silo,
grain bin,
grain dryer.
solar dryer.

) Abdoulayc was building a silo also.
I' making too.

. we constructing
they preparing

4) Yes, he needs a silo to stop the insects from eating our rice.
she grain bin mice corn.I solar dryer rats millet.
we ;grain dryer rodents barley.
theY

are

is

very day farmers
season.
year
month

) Yes, and when

PRACTISE

1. Insert present and p
Where
What
Why
Where
What
Why

'.. When
What
Why
How
How

'How

lose rnore of their grain
rice
corn
millet

grain we are losing money and food.
store rice eat and stay healthy.
sell corn make money.

mold.
moisture.,
humidity.
heat.

verb (ing) ± noun
make a silo

you going?
she doing? because
they crying?
Momadu and Abdoulayc building?
I talking about?
those people.working?
he constructing?
it doing?
she selling?
he coming?
they moving? by
Bineta explaining?
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2, Combine nouns

eating
destroying
constructing
sre buying

re eating
eking

spoiling
selling

and then tow
rodents
harvest
grain dryer
MOUSSE1 & Abdoulaye
molds
rats and mice
grain
insects

Every year farmers lose much of theirharvest because icy can't store it

properly, After growing and harvestingthe grain it is important to prevent

insects, rats, mice and other pests fromeating it. One way to stop these pests

from destroying corn, rice, millet and othergrains is to build \a grain bin.

If you have a grain bin or,slicd you canstore the grain and sell\ and eat it

later. This is mportant because if you sell the grain irirnedi tcly after

harvesting it, prices will .be low.

Animals are not the only things that are destroying grain. Ids do

too: Molds are small plants that grow in' warm,wet plae People are getting

sick from eating grain with mold on it.Thus,, it is important to dry

and then to put it tri a storage bin that keeps the animals away and

moisture out.

STIONS
) Arc farmers losing their grain every'year?

2), Why are farmers lbsing theirgrain everyyear?

3) What is eating the farmers' grain?

4) What animals are eatino az farmer grain?

What is mold?

When does mold gro

7) Are molds destroying grain also?

Is it important to sell grain immediatelyafter h s

9) Why is it important to build grain bins?,

J 0) Who can help the farmersbuild grain bins?
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VOCABULARY

Oral comprehension and controlledcom position lessons may be devised by combining SmallFarmStorage and the methodology of Tales ofWisdom in Folly: A Course in Controlled Composition(Reprint #13). The teacher Will irrtrodnce the script (Manual, pp. 101402):

Know About Rats

You must know what ratscan do before you can fight them.
Rats move fast. They are fast andquiet.
its have sharp teeth. Theycan Make holes in wooden walli and
Rats can climb and jump.
Rats can crawl on ropes andwires.
Rats canswini.Jheyarc hot afraid of water.
Rats are glum They canstay away iron traps.
Rats have large farnilies._One pairof rats can make a family of more than1000 rats in a year.

Subsequently, the following exert
students..

1. Copy the script exactly.
2. Change all animal:name! o pronouns.
3. Change all plural formsto singular and vice versa.
4. Change the tense of all verbsto past, future, etc.
S. Change alistatenlents to questions.
6. Substitute synonyms/antonyrnsfor selected words in the script.
7. Add adjectives to the passage.

e ted in Tales of Wisdom in Folly may be assigned to the

'----John Co
RI3CF" ('Korea
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Pro ram, and Trainin' journal Manual Series

Manual
Number

'A- Out of "Print - Peace !'or sa. In e ediate_ Tee pr- 15 Ye

i.A Freshwate Fisheries: Pro ram P_lanni.rz3. Designed for pot ers,

program planners, trainers, and coordinators who areconsidering the

potential contribution of freshwater fishpond projectstopics include
feasibility surveys, Peace Corps' involvement in a number of fisheulture
progremn, task analyses, recruitment-and evaluationcriteria. 72pp.

lB F-- h aterFish Pond Culture and Man me A guide.to planning, con-

tructing, -and maintaining small -scale pond:operations, with in-

formation on selecting water fish, fish diseases, and fish pre-
-
servation. 191 pp.

. Small Farm Grain Store e -A practical field manual covering all aspects
of- small -scale grain storage,incllicling plans for grain dryers and storage
facilities,' and techniques for controlling insects and rodents. 5,60 pp.

3A Resources for Develo ent: 0 anizati' blicati A descriptive:

sting of U.S. and international organizations and periodicals Which can
provide useful Information for field werkers in developing countries.,E38 Pp.

Tie Fhotonovel: _A Tool for_ Development: Includes a step-by-step prep-

aration-process as well aaa sample Photonovel:. 105 pp.

Reforestation ul,xrid_Lancl.s, Provides guidelines for planning and
earrying-out a reforestation-project iron, nursery to planting site
extensive appendices on the trees, a0t14-climate, and vegetationof sub-

Saharan West A6ica. 248 pp.

Self -help Construction of 1 -Story Buildings. Designedfor field worker
with little or no construction experience to assist a family or,community

to plan, design and construct a 1-story building (school,health clinic

Hhome, etc.`) using locally available materials. 235 PP-
,

7 Teaching Cons 'Provides development workers
with ideas, projects and resources for incorporating conservation-education
into their day-to-day community activities. 251 pp.
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Progrenn and T ainin Journal_Re - rant Series

Reprint
-Number

Health duration : A Stud Unit on_Fecal -borne Diseases and Parasites
tppinea provides instructors with materials teaching studen
indiNidnal's habits affect and determine his or her health.

erials for oral presentation include an explanation of the process
of digestion, the digestive system and fecal -borne diseases.

2 Visual Aids: Provides various examples of visual aid media including
flashcards, pamphlets, posters, flannelgraph, silk screen printing,
movies, photographs, blackboard, bulletin board, puppets and slides.
For each visual aid suggestions fcr ensuring maximum effective usage
are made; sources of the materials are included.

Health Trairir eecurce Maters_al for Peace 0 Volunteers: Deals
with the culturesd eren aspects of health education
context (2) healtlh education and "community development" basic
sanitation and (I) school health programs. Illustrations, teaching
suggeepions and bibliographic recommendations are included as well
(Origihally prepared at the inception of the. Peace Corps.

Fiat_ hematica for i'eaee Car =s Deals With a
practical guide for solving field problems 'which require mathematical'
calculations. Problems and procedureb for solution are designed to
provide, information on'a specific topic; a representative prob3Pm and
a detailed procedUre for solution are included. The six self -cos lained
sections include review materials and frequently used mathematical
reference tables, probl/me related to water and irrigation, construction,
land/leveling and crop production, agricultural machinery and general
agricultural information.

Irritgation Principles & Practices: Discusses basic irrigation prim-
ciples and techniques primarilY in terms of how they are affected by
soil- plant-water relatAonships. The relatively nontechnical vocabulary
utiliz -ed is complemented by illustrations and charts. Topics include:
irrigation principles, water Measurement, irrigation water control,
drainage, irrigation planning and special information related to irrigated
crop produgtion and related problems, and irrigation implements..

Crop ProductionHandbook is devoted primarily to providing explanations,
illustration, and charts of soil, plant, and water relationships as they
affect crop production. Discussions of entomology and insect control,
'cereal crops, pulse crops, sugar and, fiber crops,"and oil crops are-sleo
included,
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Repriet
Number

7 1 oved Practices Production-A Guide for Peace C Volunteers

Espouses the "package" approach to improve crop yields, This orientation-
entails simultaneously implementing a variety of practices,which affect

the factors involved in produytion, including use of seedfor planting,

seed treatment with a fungicide, improved plant spacing andpopulations,

fertilizer use, insect control, weed control and proper storage.

Soils Crops Fertilizer Use is designed to give Volunteers the tech-
nical information about fertilizer use necessary for effectiveagricultural-

education programs. Discussion concentrates on such topics as soils,
different kinds of fertilizers, understanding and determiningfertilizer

needs and using fertilizers.

A Glossary of Agricultural TLms §panish/English; English/qElliti is a

bilingual-list of terms frequently used by agriculturalists.

10 Guide for Field Crops in the Tropics and Subtropics: Deals in great depth

with the basic issues of climate, soil, cropping, andfarming systems in

the tropics and subtropics. More specific topics such as cereal crops,

legumes, oil crops, rocit or tuber crops and bananas, andmajor fiber crops

and cash crops are also addressed. The Guide was prepared by AID primarily

for non-specialist foreign assistance personnel.

Out of Print - ifFranais-EssentieiPancohone-

12- An Ex ended Collection of Language (Senega) is a
handbook which facilitates continued language learning in thefield With-

out-trained instructors. It is composed of a series',of practical "how to"
techniques as,well as a useful outline to help lay out anoverall learning

plan. Ifi addition, it4encourages' the training sessions to prepare the.
Volunteers for the task ofrlearning monolingualtechniques ahead of them.

13 Tales of Wisdom in Folly: A Course in Controlled Composition is a collection

of the fables of Mullah Nasrudin. Each fable/lesson includes, increasingly

difficult structures /text /language /vocabulary. Assignments at the end of

each story are to-improve students' English composition skills.

14 Guidelines for Development of a Home Industry (Ethiopia) includeseasily

understandable, illustrated guidelines useful in considering'markeVing,
production, training, and record keeping for home industryprojects. ,Simple

instructions for some of the activities of the Ethiopia VolunteerRehabil-

itation Project are also included.

15 L'Utillsation du Silo-Fosse et des Leco Teeth (Mali) is a revised

version of a volume originally prepared in `Chad..It addresses both the

uses snd construction of pit silos for storing ensilage. Lessons suitable

fpr teaching extension workers about ensilage andpit silos are also

included.
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Reprint

15a Construction of Pit Silos (Mali and Chad) provides taA-aLon n 0_

ground -information on ensilagg..,crops, harvesting'and preservation followeg.
by instructions for construction of it silos. A Peace Corps Pit Silo,
project in Mali is also evaluated.

Combatting Hansen's Disease (Korea) is an illuitr ed presentatioh of
technical information on,physiology and immunology, epidemiological
clinico- pathological and public health perspectives. Discussion of,es-
'tablishment and running of programs te combat Hansen's,Disease (Leprosy)
is included. Materials based on Korean experiences provide a useful basis
for adaptations appropriate in otherTarts of the world.

7 Glossary of Environmental Terms: Spanish/English; English/Spanish is a
bilingual list of terms used for, discussion and work related to the en-
vironment,

18 Manual Didactico: Huertos Escolares Y Nut icion eras originally prepared
for Guatemalan nutrition teachers in rural areas., It includes not only
information on nutrition, but materials for planning:1nd implementing
agriculture programs related to nutrition ,classes.

.

2D Teachin Readin d Creative Writin t A'Language_ExperienceApproach
'provides an explanation of h method and complete illustrative materials,
This approach is useful for adult literacy and TEFL/TESL classes, as well

, as- -for teaching reading andwriting in regular and special elementary
school classes.

21 Consells .de_ Santo 1 la Famine Africaine (TOgo), an,illus rated al in
_, simple French, provides material for teaching about pregnancy and child-'

birth, infant nutrition and basic health precautions, and recipes for
_ .

infants' meals.

22 The. State of the.Art.qf Delivering Law Cost Health Service in Developing
COuntries: A Summary Study of 160 Health Projects: results of d world-
wide 1976 study by the American Public Health Association.

22A Situation Actuelle Des ervices De San
Vale De Developpemen A Sumtar

. -2 Contabilidad Para
ual for small bu
Colombia.

e A Foible Cout Dens e Ps
180 Health French

icroEMPresa: .Manual -de Ensenanza: A teaching
ass accounting, prepared by a Peace Corps Volunteer

24 Strialg 'N' Things A Teaching Manual for the Blind:- A guide to teaching
macrame /brthose with little or no experience in working with the blind.
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Reprint
Number

25 Intensive Vegetable_ Geiggalngfor.ProfWend_Self--_SnEficieney: Provides

"step by step" guidelines for tativating vegetables under many agricultural
and climatic conditions-organically or with chemical fariilizers.

All Peace Corps Information Collection and Exchange publications are avail-
able to Peace Corps Volunteers and Staff, and most are available On a limited
basis to field workers in developing nationse,Others interested' -in obtain-
ing these materials can purchase them through Volunteers in Technical
Assistance or National Technical Information Service.

Peace Corps Information Collection & Exchange
806 Connecticut Ave. NW.
Washington, D.C. 20525
Telephone (202) 254-7386

Volunteers in Technical Assistance
3706 Rhode Island Avenue

Mt. Reinter, Maryland 20822
Telephone .(301) 277-7000 .

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal.Road

__Springfield, Virginia 22161
Telephone (703) 557,4650'
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